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1301 K Street, N.W. 
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Washington, D.C. 20572 

 

Re: NMB Case No. R-7557 

 Mechanics and Related Employees at American Airlines 

AMFA’s Appeal of the Investigator’s Ruling of June 25, 2021 

  

Dear Ms. Dowling: 

 

Pursuant to Section 10 of the National Mediation Board’s (“NMB”) Representation Manual, the 

Aircraft Mechanics Fraternal Association (“AMFA”), in the above referenced case number, 

hereby appeals certain Rulings from the Investigator’s Rulings, dated June 25, 2021 (“Rulings”) 

as set forth in detail herein. 

 

The Investigator’s Rulings conclude in relevant part as follows: 

 

There were 13, 211 (less duplicate entries) Potential Eligible Voters on the List 

originally submitted by the Carrier on December 4, 2020. I am deleting 13 

employees and adding 1205 employees as a result of my eligibility Ruling. 

Accordingly, the number of eligible voters in this case as of the cut-off date is 

14,403.1  

 

AMFA’s Appeal of the Investigator’s Rulings in the aggregate is requesting that the number of 

eligible voters in this case as of the cut-off date be reduced from 14,403 Potential Eligible Voters 

for the purpose of AMFA’s showing of interest calculation as stated in the Rulings to 13,406 

Potential Eligible Voters for the purpose of AMFA’s showing of interest calculation for the 

rational and compelling bases set forth herein. 

 

 
1 Rulings at 25. 
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1. Deceased Individuals 

 

Ruling 1 portions appealed: 

 

AMFA challenged the inclusion of 13 deceased individuals on the List. Based on the 

evidence submitted by AMFA, the TWU/IAM Association, and the Carrier, only nine (9) 

of the 13 individuals are deceased and eight (8) of the individuals passed away after 

November 6, 2020.2 

  

The Carrier provided the declaration of James B. Weel, Managing Director, Labor 

Relations, (First Weel Declaration) and confirmed through the Carrier’s Human Resource 

Information System (HRIS) that Joseph Diangelis #3030, Donnie Gulledge #4703, and 

James Dunn # 3315 were all previously furloughed with recall rights so all three (3) 

employees alleged to be deceased are alive and will remain on the List. The First Weel 

Declaration and the Carrier’s HRIS system also confirmed that David A. Jones # 5954 is 

an active employee working in the position of Aviation Maintenance Technician and will 

remain on the List.3 

 

Accordingly, 12 of the 13 employees challenged by AMFA as deceased will remain on 

the List and will be counted for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest.4 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 1 Arguments 

 

AMFA challenged the inclusion of 13 deceased individuals on the Eligibility List. Based on the 

evidence submitted by AMFA, all 13 individuals are proven to be deceased, with four (4) of the 

individuals having died before November 6, 2020, and nine (9) of the individuals having died 

after November 6, 2020.5 To rebut AMFA’s evidence, nothing short of a clear demonstration that 

an individual is in fact alive is required. Such evidence in rebuttal has not been provided for any 

of the 13 individuals proven to be deceased by AMFA.    

 

First Portion of Ruling 1 Appealed 

 

Joseph Diangelis #3030, Donnie Gulledge #4703, and  

James Dunn # 3315 all died before November 6, 2020 

and therefore must be removed from the Eligibility List  

for purposes of AMFA’s Showing of Interest Calculation 

 

American Airlines James B. Weel states, in relevant part, in his Declaration that he “reviewed 

the lists of individuals identified in AMFA’s Challenges and the individuals’ current status in the 

Company’s HRIS system. Mr. Weel further states that “[o]f the 13 individuals AMFA identifies 

as deceased, the last status in the Company’s records reflect that 8 are deceased, 4 were 

 
2 Rulings at 2. 
3 Rulings at 3. 
4 Rulings at 3. 
5 AMFA Exhibits B1, B2, B3 and B4. 
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furloughed previously, and one is an active employee in the Mechanic and Related craft or 

class.” (Emphasis Supplied).6 The “last status in the Company’s records” is an insufficient basis 

to disprove AMFA’s evidence that the stated individuals are deceased. 

 

AMFA produced evidence that Joseph Diangelis #3030, Donnie Gulledge #47037, and James 

Dunn # 3315 died before November 6, 2020 and that David A. Jones # 5954 died after 

November 6, 2020.8  

 

AMFA’s evidence demonstrates that Joseph Diangelis #3030 died on June 6, 2006, more than 

14 years before November 6, 2020, that Donnie Gulledge #4703 was deceased as of September 

2020, more than one month before November 6, 2020, and that James Dunn # 3315 died on 

May 25, 2010, more than 10 years before November 6, 2020.9 Two of these three challenged 

ineligible deceased individuals died more than a decade ago.  

 

It is a non sequitur to assert, as the Investigator’s Ruling does, “that Joseph Diangelis #3030, 

Donnie Gulledge #4703, and James Dunn # 3315 were all previously furloughed with recall 

rights so all three (3) employees alleged to be deceased are alive.” American Airlines evidence is 

clearly not sufficient to rebut AMFA’s evidence, consisting of obituaries and even a Memoriam 

publication by American Airlines for these three ineligible deceased individuals.  

 

Accordingly, because the evidence affirmatively shows that Joseph Diangelis #3030, Donnie 

Gulledge #4703, and James Dunn # 3315, all died before November 6, 2020, they are all 

ineligible and therefore they should not be added to the eligibility list for purposes of AMFA’s 

showing of interest calculation.  

 

Second Portion of Ruling 1 Appealed 

 

David A. Jones # 5954 died after November 6, 2020 

and must be removed from the Eligibility List as a Status Change  

same as other individuals who have died after November 6, 2020  

 

 
6 Declaration of James B. Weel in Support of American Airlines Inc.’s Response to the 

Challenges and Objections to the List of Potential Eligible Voters, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 11, 

11a, and 11b.   
7 The “In Memorium – September 2020” document listing Donnie Gulledge is an American 

Airlines document so clearly “the last status in the Company’s records” as alleged is clearly not 

correct because at least one Company document shows Donnie Gulledge had died by September 

2020. 
8 Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated March 11, 2021, ¶5, and AMFA Exhibits B1 and B2 

thereto. 
9 Id. 
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In addition, Mr. Weel does not explicitly mention David A. Jones # 5954 in his Declaration.10 

Instead, Mr. Weel lists David Jones on Exhibit K to his Declaration. The event date provided on 

Exhibit K for David Jones is 10/5/2020, which precedes his date of death on January 28, 2021 

by almost four months. American Airlines’ evidence which only covers an event date  on 

October 5, 2020 which is prior to the November 6, 2020 cutoff date is an insufficient basis to 

rebut AMFA’s evidence of a definitive date of death on January 28, 2021 in the obituary for 

David A. Jones # 5954. 

 

Accordingly, while the evidence shows that David A. Jones # 5954 may not be removed from 

the eligibility list for the purpose of AMFA’s showing of interest calculation, David A. Jones # 

5954 should be treated similarly to the treatment proposed by the Investigator for the other 

deceased individuals who died after November 6, 2020 and also be removed from the eligibility 

list at that same time as a status change, same as the other individuals who died after November 

6, 2020.11 

 

AMFA’s Appeal Request and Conclusion for First and Second Portions of Ruling 1 Based on the 

Above Referenced Superseding AMFA Evidence    

 

Accordingly, 9 of the 13 employees challenged by AMFA died after November 6, 2020, and 

should remain on the Eligibility List and be counted for the purpose of calculating the showing 

of interest. However, the 9 deceased employees counted for the purpose of the showing of 

interest should thereafter be removed from the Eligibility List as status changes because they are 

deceased employees.   

 

2. Retired Individuals 

 

Ruling 2 portion appealed: 

 

Another three employees of the eight employees challenged by AMFA as retired, Josh 

Davis #2825, Mark McCadden #7564, and Paul Miller (#7974), elected to take a 

Voluntary Early Out Program(VEOP) in 2020 as a “12 month active VEOP” pursuant to 

the First Weel Declaration and verified on the Carrier’s HRIS system. As discussed in 

detail below, these three employees will remain the on the List.12 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 2 Arguments 

 

Because the Rulings discuss the issue of the three employees of the eight employees challenged 

by AMFA as retired, Josh Davis #2825, Mark McCadden #7564, and Paul Miller (#7974),13 

 
10 Declaration of James B. Weel in Support of American Airlines Inc.’s Response to the 

Challenges and Objections to the List of Potential Eligible Voters, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶11b 

and Exhibit K thereto. 
11 Rulings at 2. 
12 Rulings at 3. 
13 AMFA’s evidence for these three retirees is in the Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated 

March 11, 2021, ¶8, and AMFA Exhibit D thereto. 
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as part of Ruling 3, AMFA also discusses these three ineligible individuals as part of its Appeal 

of Ruling 3. 

 

Accordingly, Josh Davis #2825, Mark McCadden #7564, and Paul Miller (#7974) are all 

ineligible and therefore they too should not be added to the Eligibility List for purposes of 

AMFA’s showing of interest calculation as indicated in the Ruling 3 discussion below.  

 

AMFA’s Appeal Request and Conclusion for Ruling 2 Based on the Below Referenced 

Superseding AMFA Evidence Regarding Ruling 3    

 

Accordingly, the 3 ineligible employees challenged by AMFA as having retired before 

November 6, 2020 (Josh Davis #2825, Mark McCadden #7564, and Paul Miller #7974), 

should not be added to the Eligibility List and should not be counted for the purpose of 

calculating AMFA’s showing of interest as indicated in the Ruling 3 discussion below. 

 

3. All VEOP Participants Have Permanently Separated From The Carrier and  

Irrevocably Resign Upon Execution Of Severance Agreements/General Releases Before 

November 6, 2020 

 

AMFA challenged the inclusion on the Eligibility List of the two hundred and thirty-three (233) 

individuals listed in AMFA’s Exhibit L, and as set forth in the Rodgers Declaration ¶ 13, who 

have irrevocably resigned, and who have permanently separated from the Carrier upon execution 

of their severance agreement/general releases.14   

 

Initially, it is worth noting that the so-called “Active” adjective ascribed in Ruling 3 to the 12 

month VEOP participants is not descriptive language used by the Company anywhere to describe 

its program and is not anywhere in evidence. Accordingly, such use in the context of Ruling 3 

may not be used to bolster the instant Ruling as if it were evidence, which it is not. Indeed, use of 

the “Active” adjective is an affirmative mischaracterization of the actual facts presented to the 

Investigator by AMFA because VEOP participants are not in fact active employees of the Carrier 

but instead are ex-employees.  The Carrier confirms that the VEOP participants are not active 

employees. “All of the VEOP participants continue to receive medical benefits just as if they 

were still active employees . . .”15 (Emphasis Supplied).  

 

Ruling 3 portion appealed: 

 

Based on the information provided by all participants regarding the VEOP program, I 

find that these 202 “12 month Active VEOP” employees retain an employer-employee 

relationship with the Carrier and are eligible to vote as of the cut-off date of November 6, 

2020. It is undisputed by all Participants that these employees do not formally separate 

 
14 Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated March 11, 2021, ¶13, and AMFA Exhibits L, M, N 

and O thereto. 
15 American Airlines, Inc.’s Response to the Challenges and Objections, dated April 2, 2021, at 

2; Declaration of James B. Weel in Support of the American Airlines, Inc.’s Response to the 

Challenges and Objections to the List of Potential Eligible Voters, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶4b. 
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from the Carrier until the 12 month VEOP period is over. It is also undisputed that the 

separation date will occur after November 6, 2020. Although their future separation dates 

are irrevocable, this fact does not vitiate their eligibility status as of November 6, 2020. 

Accordingly, I find that AMFA’s evidence is insufficient to supports its challenges and 

objections regarding these “12 month Active VEOP” employees and the evidence 

presented does not justify removing these 202 VEOP employees16 from the List. 

(Emphasis Supplied).17 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 3 Arguments 

 

All VEOP Participants, Including The 202 Participants in Ruling 3,  

Upon Executing Severance Agreements/General Releases Before November 6, 2020  

Have “Permanently Separated” From Employment With The Company And  

Therefore As Ineligibles Must Not Be Added to The Eligibility List  

For The Purpose Of AMFA’s Showing of Interest Calculation 

 

Ruling 3 completely ignores significant salient, incontrovertible points argued by AMFA in its 

challenges and objections.  

 

First, “[a]ll individuals working regularly in the craft or class on and after the cutoff date are 

eligible to vote in an NMB representation election. NMB Representation Manual § 9.2.”18 

(Emphasis Supplied). Conversely, all individuals not working regularly in the craft or class on 

and after the cutoff date are not eligible to vote in an NMB representation election.19  

 

While, the Investigator’s Rulings states, in relevant part, “only those employees who were 

working in the craft of class as of November 6, 2020 will count toward the final number of 

employees for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest” (Emphasis supplied),20 it is not 

disputed that none of the 202 12 month VEOP participants at issue in Ruling 3 were working in 

the craft or class on and after the November 6, 2020 cutoff date.21 

 

According to information pulled from the Company’s HRIS system, of the 233 individuals 

AMFA challenged as having resigned, the Company’s James B. Weel stated that 202 individuals 

elected a VEOP, 1 individual has a pending grievance (Greg Weaver), 4 individuals are on 

leaves of absence, and 26 individuals are active employees working in the craft or class of 

 
16 The 202 VEOP participants’ names are located on Exhibit L to the Declaration of James B. 

Weel in Support of American Airlines Inc.’s Response to the Challenges and Objections to the 

List of Potential Eligible Voters, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶12 and Exhibit L thereto. 
17 Rulings at 4. 
18 AMFA’s Challenges and Objections, dated March 15, 2021, at 6. 
19 Id. 
20 Rulings at 2.  
21 American Airlines, Inc.’s Response to the Challenges and Objections, dated April 2, 2021, at 2 

(“None of the individuals who chose to participate in the VEOP have performed work for the 

Carrier since the effective date, or commencement of their VEOP in 2020, and they cannot 

rescind their resignations.”) 
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Mechanics and Related Employees.22 According to the Company, “these 202 individuals were 

inadvertently included in the eligibility list submitted by the Carrier.”23 

 

Second, the 202 individuals who elected the 12 month VEOP option are neither active 

employees on and after the November 6, 2020 cutoff date nor retain an employer-employee 

relationship with the Carrier. The relationship between the Carrier and the 202 individuals 

electing the 12 month VEOP is that of a post-employment relationship because upon execution 

of the severance agreement/general release by each of the employees in electing the VEOP 

immediately resulted in permanent separation.  

 

Substantive incontrovertible evidence demonstrating the ineligibility to vote in the NMB 

representation election of the 202 individuals who have permanently separated and irrevocably 

resigned from American by executing a severance agreement/general release with American 

includes AMFA Exhibits M, N and O to the Rodgers Declaration.24 

 

All VEOP participants, including the 202 individuals sought excluded here, agree that upon 

execution of the severance agreement/general release that he/she will not be eligible to be 

rehired, reemployed or reinstated by American and are permanently separated from 

employment with the Company.25 (Emphasis supplied). This statement in the Company’s 

severance agreements/general releases, executed by all VEOP participants, including the 202 

individuals sought excluded by AMFA, clearly and undeniably demonstrates that permanent 

separation from employment with the Company, is not after some disingenuously described 

“formal” separation 12 month from execution of the severance agreement/general release, but is 

instead, without a scintilla of ambiguity whatsoever, an explicit “permanent separation” from the 

employment with the Company “upon execution of the severance agreement/general release.” 

Accordingly, the Ruling 3 assertion that it is undisputed that the separation date will occur after 

November 6, 2021 is demonstrably false and is in irreconcilable conflict with the unaddressed 

and explicit wording agreed to by every single individual VEOP participant and the Carrier, 

including the 202 participants referenced in Ruling 3.  

 

Third, the substantive evidence (an uncontested sample of the severance agreement signed by 

each of these individuals) demonstrates the ineligibility to vote of these 202 individuals, who 

have each agreed and confirmed, that upon accepting the Company’s Voluntary Early Out 

Program (“VEOP”) with 12 months of severance payments, to giving his/her resignation to 

American and that he/she understands that the resignation is irrevocable, and that it is further 

understood and agreed that for the purpose of receiving benefits “only” he/she will be placed 

on leave of absence for the 12 month period to receive the benefits26 (Emphasis supplied). 

 
22 Declaration of James B. Weel in Support of American Airlines Inc.’s Response to the 

Challenges and Objections to the List of Potential Eligible Voters, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 11c. 

and ¶ 12. 
23 American Airlines, Inc.’s Response to the Challenges and Objections, dated April 2, 2021, at 7. 
24 Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated March 11, 2021, ¶ 13, and AMFA Exhibit M, N and 

O thereto. 
25 AMFA Exhibit M ¶ 5, AMFA Exhibit N ¶ 5, AMFA Exhibit O ¶ 5. 
26 Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated March 11, 2021, ¶ 13, AMFA Exhibit M ¶ 1. 
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Additional substantive evidence in the form of other sample American Airlines’ severance 

agreements for VEOP lump sum participants were attached as AMFA Exhibits “N” and “O.”27 

 

All VEOP participants permanently severing their employment at American irrevocably resign 

from American including lump sum recipient participants.28 The resignation is no less a 

resignation simply because the agreement provides for an administrative leave of absence for the 

sole purpose of paying severance over the course of 12 months instead of a lump sum payment, 

whichever the employee elects.29 Any distinction drawn between all individuals who have 

permanently separated from the Company and have irrevocably resigned but who have opted for 

different payout options is a distinction without any meaningful difference and the ultimate 

favoring of form over substance because what only substantively matters here is that all of these 

individuals have permanently separated from the Company and irrevocably resigned upon 

executing their severance agreements and can never work for the Carrier again.30 

 

Fourth, it cannot be emphasized enough that the so-called leave of absence here, a leave of 

absence in name only, for those individuals taking the contractually provided 12 month payment 

option (instead of a lump sum payment) is strictly limited only for the administrative purpose of 

getting paid severance benefits over a 12 month period at the arbitrary discretion of each 

individual exercising this option. The AA agreements explicitly state this with no ambiguity 

whatsoever. There is no other purpose for which this so-called “leave of absence” can be 

considered a leave of absence. This is not a leave of absence in the traditional sense where there 

is a reasonable expectation of returning to work as is provided for in the explicitly stated leaves 

of absence set forth in the Board’s Representation Manual. Here the expectation is completely 

and definitively to the contrary.31  

 

Section 9.205 of the Board’s Representation Manual on Leaves of Absence states as follows: 

 

Employees on authorized leaves of absence including military leave, leave for labor organization 

activities, or authorized sick leave are eligible. Employees receiving disability payments are 

eligible if they retain an employee-employer relationship and have a reasonable expectation of 

returning to work. Employees working in another craft or class, working for the carrier in an 

official capacity, or working for another carrier are ineligible. (Emphasis supplied).  

 

An administrative leave of absence designation only for the purpose of receiving benefits 

following an irrevocable resignation and permanent separation from the employer is not an 

explicitly applicable leave of absence under the Board’s Representation Manual.32 

 

 
27 Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated March 11, 2021, ¶13, and AMFA Exhibits N ¶ 1 and 

O ¶ 1 thereto. 
28 AMFA Exhibit M ¶ 1, AMFA Exhibit N ¶ 1, AMFA Exhibit O ¶ 1. 
29 Response Declaration of John Kilbane, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 4.  
30 AMFA’s Reply, dated April 22, 2021, at 3. 
31 Id. at 3-4. 
32 AMFA’s Response to the TWU/IAM Association’s Challenges and Objections, dated April 2, 

2021. 
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The leaves of absence specified in the Board’s Representation Manual is explicitly for 

employees on authorized leaves of absence including military leave, leave for labor organization 

activities, or authorized sick leave, or employees receiving disability payments if they retain an 

employee-employer relationship and have a reasonable expectation of returning to work, in order 

to be eligible to vote. These are traditional leaves of absences in which the employees have a 

reasonable expectation of returning to work, unlike the 202 former employees here, and the 

additional 387 former employees discussed in Ruling 15 below, taking a VEOP, who are taking a 

leave of absence in name only. The expectation for the 202 former employees in Ruling 3 and 

the 387 employees in Ruling 15 who are participating in a VEOP is exactly the opposite because 

they have agreed not to ever return to American Airlines. 

 

Accordingly, AMFA asks that all VEOP participants, including the 202 participants who have 

permanently separated from the Company and irrevocably resigned from American before 

November 6, 2020, including Josh Davis #2825, Mark McCadden #7564, and Paul Miller 

#7974, who are not eligible to be rehired, reemployed or reinstated by American, upon execution 

of their severance agreements/general releases, and are all ineligible voters, not be added to the 

eligibility list for purposes of AMFA’s showing of interest calculation.  

 

4. Employee Working for Another Carrier 

 

Ruling 4 portion appealed: 

 

AMFA challenged the inclusion of William Demko #2973 and asserted that his name 

should be deleted from the List because he works for Southwest Airlines. AMFA offered 

the Declaration of Donald Rodgers and attached Exhibit C to the declaration. Exhibit C 

shows a profile of a “William Demko, Provisioning Agent, Ground OPS – LAS.” The 

Exhibit also shows an “SWA ID78925” for this profile with a hire date “October 31, 

2005.” The profile is not dated and there is nothing on the profile that connects the profile 

of William Demko pictured in AMFA’s Exhibit C to the same William Demko on the 

List.  

 

The Carrier responded that “it does not have information to either confirm or refute 

AMFA’s assertion that William Demko is working for Southwest Airlines.” Because the 

burden of proof concerning the ineligibility of Mr. Demko falls on AMFA and in light of 

insufficient evidence showing that the individual pictured on AMFA’s Exhibit C is the 

same employee who is listed under entry # 2973 on the List, I am unable to justify the 

removal of William Demko from the List. Accordingly, William Demko #2973 will 

remain on the List.33 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 4 Argument 

 

William Demko #2973, Working for Another Carrier 

should be removed from the Eligibility List  

for purposes of AMFA’s Showing of Interest Calculation 

 
33 Rulings at 5. 
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Employees working for another carrier other than the carrier involved in the dispute are 

ineligible. NMB Representation Manual § 9.207. 

 

AMFA challenged the inclusion on the AA List of one (1) individual who is working for another 

carrier (Southwest Airlines) other than the carrier involved in the dispute.  

 

Substantive evidence demonstrating the ineligibility to vote in the NMB representation election 

of William Demko who is working for another carrier was provided and was not contested by 

either the TWU/IAM Association or the Carrier.  

 

Because the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier did not contest the requested exclusion of 

William Demko from the eligibility list, AMFA should not be held to a higher standard of proof 

by the Investigator than for the substantial evidence that was provided for an employee working 

at another carrier since October 31, 2005. 

 

Accordingly, AMFA requests that William Demko #2973 who is working for another carrier not 

be added to the Eligibility List and not be counted for the purpose of calculating AMFA’s 

showing of interest. 

 

12. 130 Flight Simulator Engineers 

 

Ruling 12 portion appealed: 

 

The TWU/IAM Association challenges the exclusion of 135 employees who work as 

Flight Simulator Engineers based on the Board’s ruling in American Airlines, 42 NMB 

35, 62 (2015). In that case the Board determined that Flight Simulator Engineers (FSEs) 

are part of the Mechanics and Related craft or class. The Carrier agrees and states that the 

FSEs were inadvertently omitted from the List.  

 

AMFA argues that the Board’s 2015 decision regarding the FSEs was a substantial 

departure from previous precedents, that the functional connection between the FSEs and 

the Mechanics and Related craft or class no longer exists and that there is an insufficient 

community of interest to justify including the FSEs in the Mechanics and Related 

Employees craft or class. AMFA’s arguments relied heavily on the dissenting opinion in 

the Board’s 2015 decision. Based on the Board’s ruling and the lack of any evidence 

showing that the functions of the FSE has changed significantly since 2015, I find that the 

FSEs are properly part of the Mechanics and Related craft or class and 130 FSEs will be 

added to the List. See Investigator Attachment A.34 (Emphasis Supplied). 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 12 Argument 

 

The Board’s 2015 decision is worth revisiting in this case not only because there is an extremely 

well-reasoned, intellectually honest, and extensive discussion in the decision’s dissent regarding 

 
34 Rulings at 6.   
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the strong disagreement by one of the Board’s Member’s35 on the inclusion of flight simulator 

engineers in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees and in his resolute 

conclusion for a separate craft or class for these employees, but also because of how in fact 

different the flight simulator engineers continue to be from the Mechanics and Related craft or 

class, and how differently they have continued to be treated since then by American from the 

other employees who actually belong to the Mechanics and Related craft or class.    

 

The dissenting Board Member to the Board’s previous decision had numerous valid and 

thoroughly persuasive arguments for excluding the flight simulator engineers from the craft or 

class of Mechanics and Related Employees that have proven prescient and which now require the  

exclusion of the flight simulator engineers from the Eligibility List.  

 

First, the Board’s previous decision was a substantial departure from its own precedent that 

Simulator Technicians/Engineers are generally a separate craft or class, citing to United Air 

Lines/Continental Airlines, 40 NMB 93 (2013); Northwest Airlines, Inc./Delta Airlines, Inc., 37 

NMB 88 (2009).36  The rationale set forth in the Delta decision is still relevant today: 

  

As flight simulators have become increasingly sophisticated, the skill set of 

Simulator Technicians has changed and diverged from that of Mechanics and 

Related Employees. Simulator Technicians work with Pilots on a daily basis and 

have little or no interaction with . . . Mechanics and Related Employees. . . . In 

addition, Simulator Technicians work in different physical locations and report to 

different supervisors than the Mechanics and Related Employees.37 

 

Simulator Technicians continue to work with Pilots on a daily basis and have little or no 

interaction with Mechanics and Related Employees.38 Simulator Technicians continue to work in 

different physical locations and report to different supervisors than the Mechanics and Related 

Employees.39 

 

Flight Simulator Technicians/Engineers continue to work in completely separate physical 

locations than mechanics and the two different groups generally continue to not attend training 

together.40 Flight Simulator Technicians/Engineers and Mechanics and Related Employees have 

different procedures and different testing equipment.41 Unlike mechanics, Flight Simulator 

Technicians/Engineers continue not to be required to maintain any technical licenses.42 

Mechanics have to sign off on actual repairs performed and there are real world consequences 

(people getting hurt or dying) if repairs are not done properly whereas a failed simulation by a 

 
35 American Airlines, Inc., 42 NMB 15, 70-77 (2015). 
36 Id. at 71. 
37 Id. 
38 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 6. 
39 Id. at ¶ 7. 
40 Id. at ¶ 8. 
41 Id. at ¶ 9. 
42 Id. at ¶ 10. 
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Flight Simulator Engineer does not have the same consequences and requires no sign off because 

no one can get hurt or die in a simulation.43 

 

Also, Flight Simulator Technicians/Engineers continue to exercise much more autonomy to 

perform their job task, while Mechanics, according to their position descriptions, continue to 

generally follow an instruction manual on the troubleshooting process and continue to display 

little autonomy in how the job progresses past what the vendor recommends.44 As a result, just as 

was the case with Delta and United, the functional connection between the Simulator 

Technicians/ Engineers and the Mechanics and Related Employees craft or class really no longer 

exists, and there is no community of interests between Flight Simulator Technicians/Engineers 

and Mechanics.45 (Emphasis Supplied). 

 

Second, “American Simulator Technicians are part of the Mechanics and Related craft or class 

not because they ever voted in a secret ballot election or otherwise consciously chose to be but 

because American voluntarily recognized the union and the Simulator Technicians were added 

by fiat. In fact, the one time the American Simulator Technicians actually voted, they chose to 

opt out of Mechanics and Related and not be represented.”46 

 

When a large number of American Simulator Technicians sought an election, they did so for 

their own separate and independent representative.47 When the US Airways Simulator 

Technicians actually had an election, they voted for representation as a separate craft or class.48 

“Thus, the democratic choice of this employee group every time they have expressed themselves 

has been to be separate from Mechanics and Related.”49 Because one of the Board’s directives 

under the RLA is to maintain and respect freedom of association decisions made by employees,50 

the Board should act in accordance with the agency’s mission and decline to add to the 

Eligibility List the Flight Simulator Engineers as part of the craft or class of Mechanics and 

Related Employees and instead treat them more appropriately as a distinct and separate craft or 

class. 

 

A policy of avoiding fragmentation is as unpersuasive and unsupported today as it was in 2015 

because the US Air Simulator Technicians had been able to maintain a stable bargaining 

relationship with their carrier since they were recognized as a separate craft or class in 1980 – 35 

years ago in 2015, and because the US Air management largely took over as leadership for the 

New American,51 and have continued to bargain separately with the Flight Simulator Engineers 

in a separate collective bargaining agreement apart from the collective bargaining agreement 

 
43 Id. at ¶ 10. 
44 Id. at ¶ 11. 
45 American Airlines, Inc., 42 NMB 15, 72 (2015). 
46 Id. at 73. 
47 Id.  
48 Id. 
49 Id. 
50 Id. 
51 Id. 
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with the Mechanics and Related Employees52 notwithstanding the Board’s previous 

determination. A copy of the American Airlines’ Mechanics and Related Employees Agreement 

was attached to the Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers as AMFA’s Response Exhibit P 

and a copy of the American Airlines’ Flight Simulator Engineers Agreement was attached as 

AMFA’s Response Exhibit Q1.53 

On October 14, 2016, upon approval by the American Airlines Flight Simulator Engineers of 

their 5 year contract the following quotation was attributed to Kimball Stone, American Airlines 

vice president – Flight: "Our highly specialized, well-trained flight sim engineers are an integral 

part of American’s Flight Department.”54 Notwithstanding, the Board’s previous decision, 

American Airlines continues to correctly treat the Flight Simulator Engineers separately from 

and not as part of the Mechanics and Related Employees at American Airlines because the two 

different groups have no functional connection and do not share a community of interest.55  

Flight Simulator Engineers are not engaged in performing the same general function – 

maintenance of the airline, whether it be maintenance of aircraft, of buildings, or of equipment as 

the Mechanics and Related Employees are.56 The maintenance function that ties the Related 

employees to the Mechanics is not simply maintenance of any type of equipment but the 

maintenance of airplanes and the maintenance of mobile ground equipment or of fixed 

facilities.57 The principal duties of Flight Simulator Engineers are not related to maintenance and 

any time spent on supplemental duties concerning maintenance performed by Flight Simulator 

Engineers is nominal and does not concern maintenance in the sense that Mechanics perform 

maintenance. Virtual computer software maintenance on virtual airplanes by Flight Simulator 

Engineers, almost all using software on computers, is not maintenance of airplanes, etc. as 

performed by Mechanics because there is in fact no maintenance on airplanes. Significantly, 

when there is a hardware problem on the flight simulators that needs maintenance, there is 

an AA hydraulic mechanical/electrical group comprised of only (3) three individuals with 

the skills to make the necessary repairs, and there are an additional two (2) machinists if 

machinist work is needed to perform such work. The other 125 Flight Simulator Engineers, 

more than 96% (125 of 130) of Flight Simulator Engineers do not perform such hardware 

maintenance and do not possess the skills to perform such hardware maintenance. A decade ago, 

there were 12-15 individuals doing the hardware maintenance for flight simulators but there has 

been a decline in the use of older flight simulators which need more maintenance and there is an 

increased use of more modern flight simulators which require less hardware maintenance and 

more computer software solutions.58 (Emphasis Supplied). 

 

 
52 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 13. 
53 Id. at ¶ 22. 
54 https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2016/10/24/882261/0/en/American-Airlines-

Flight-Simulator-Engineers-Approve-Five-Year-Contract.html 
55 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 12. 
56 Id. ¶ 14. 
57 Id. ¶ 15. 
58 Id. ¶ 16. 
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The United and Delta precedents establish shared, congruent characteristics by the American 

Simulator Technicians: different training, different management, different procedures, different 

testing equipment, work in different places, and have different or no licensing requirements.59 

These same characteristics continue to still apply today. 

 

The following compelling rationale in the dissent to the Board’s prior decision applies as equally 

today as it did in 2015 and requires the Board to reconsider its prior decision and take corrective 

action so that the Flight Simulator Engineers are not added to the AA List in this representation 

dispute: 

  

As the Board has long recognized, the community of interest relates to the fact 

that all members of the craft or class are “engaged in performing the same general 

function – maintenance of the airline, whether it be maintenance of aircraft, of 

buildings, or of equipment.” United Airlines & Seaboard World Airlines, Inc., 4 

NMB 54, 64 (1965). Indeed, the Board has historically relied upon “principal” 

duties and “[t]he fact that certain supplemental duties are performed by these 

employees does not overcome the readily distinguishable nature of their primary 

responsibilities.” United Airlines, 6 NMB 134, 143 (1977); see also Pittsburgh & 

Ohio Valley Railway Co., 20 NMB 478 (1993) (an employee regularly 

performing other duties “as assigned” outside of his craft or class did not convert 

him to the separate craft or class). Accordingly, craft or class determinations 

should not be based upon “when assigned” duties amounting to a small percent of 

overall functions. The duties of the two crafts or classes are starkly different as 

the Board has stated: “More significant is the consideration that the principal 

duties of the affected [Flight Simulator Technician/Engineers] are quite 

distinguishable from what could arguably be denominated Mechanics/Related 

duties.” United Airlines, 6 NMB at 141 (Flight Simulator Technician/Engineers 

replaced the original Ramp Servicemen). Flight Simulator Technician/Engineers 

are principally responsible for the facilitation of the training equipment pilots and 

flight crew use to learn the safe operation of the airplane during normal and 

emergency situation. A Flight Simulator Technician/Engineer may be asked to 

repair some audio/visual equipment because they inherently work on audio/visual 

equipment as part of operating the flight simulator. However, Simulator 

Technicians are not going to be asked to repair a cargo door on an airplane or 

hangar, and a mechanic will not be asked to operate a simulator or program a new 

simulation. In essence, if the majority continues to apply this holding, a carrier 

could void entire crafts or classes by allowing employees to perform a little 

maintenance within the scope of their knowledge (or touch anything besides a 

simulator while working as a flight simulator technician as in this case). Third, the 

majority also erroneously cites the mere phrase “maintenance of equipment” in 

the Simulator Technician/Engineers position description as a basis for placing 

them in the Mechanics and Related craft or class. The Board actually has 

historically found such arguments appropriately specious because “[t]he use of a 

telephone does not per se make the user a communications employee.” See 

 
59 American Airlines, Inc., 42 NMB 15, 74 (2015). 
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American Airlines, 3 NMB 49, 53 (1959). The maintenance function that ties the 

Related employees to the Mechanics is not simply maintenance of any type of 

equipment but the “maintenance of airplanes and the maintenance of mobile 

ground equipment or of fixed facilities.” Eastern Airlines, 4 NMB 54, 63 (1965). 

Indeed, if the majority’s position is controlling, then many other crafts or classes 

probably should be added into the Mechanics and Related craft or class because it 

seems likely the word “maintenance” will be found in some part of their position 

description.60 (Emphasis supplied). 

 

Significantly, the prior Board determination was based on a record that included no description 

of the amount of time Simulator Technicians/Engineers spend on supplemental duties.61 “Given 

the language in the position description relied upon; however,” the dissenting Board member 

concluded, “they are clearly not substantial daily duties.”62 

 

The mere use of the phrase “maintenance of equipment” in the Simulator Technician/Engineers 

position description as a basis for placing them in the Mechanics and Related craft or class is 

erroneous.63 The Board actually has historically found such arguments appropriately specious 

because “[t]he use of a telephone does not per se make the user a communications employee.” 

See American Airlines, 3 NMB 49, 53 (1959).64 The maintenance function that ties the Related 

employees to the Mechanics is not simply maintenance of any type of equipment but the 

“maintenance of airplanes and the maintenance of mobile ground equipment or of fixed 

facilities.” Eastern Airlines, 4 NMB 54, 63 (1965).65 (Emphasis supplied). 

 

Significantly, the principal duties of Flight Simulator Engineers are not related to maintenance 

and any time spent on supplemental duties concerning maintenance performed by Flight 

Simulator Engineers is nominal and does not concern maintenance in the sense that Mechanics 

perform maintenance.66 Virtual computer software maintenance on virtual airplanes by Flight 

Simulator Engineers, almost all using software on computers, is not maintenance of airplanes, 

etc. as performed by Mechanics because there is no maintenance on airplanes.67 When there is a 

hardware problem on the flight simulators that needs maintenance, there is an AA 

hydraulic mechanical/electrical group comprised of only (3) three individuals with the 

skills to make the necessary repairs, and there are an additional two (2) machinists if 

machinist work is needed to perform such work.68 (Emphasis Supplied) The other 125 

Flight Simulator Engineers, more than 96% (125 of 130) of Flight Simulator Engineers do 

not perform such hardware maintenance and do not possess the skills to perform such 

 
60 Id. at 76-77; Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶¶ 17-18. 
61 Id. at 75, fn. 6. 
62 Id.  
63 Id. at 76. 
64 Id.  
65 Id.  
66 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 16. 
67 Id.  
68 Id. 
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hardware maintenance.69  (Emphasis Supplied). A decade ago, there were 12-15 individuals 

doing the hardware maintenance for flight simulators but there has been a decline in the use of 

older flight simulators which need more maintenance and there is an increased use of more 

modern flight simulators which require less hardware maintenance and more computer software 

solutions.70 A copy of the 3rd Shift Equipment Assignments for the Flight Simulator Engineers, 

dated March 1, 2021, which indicates that Group 3, Repair & Test, perform the repairing and 

testing of the flight simulators and includes James Palmer who is in visual when needed, is 

attached as AMFA’s Response Exhibit “Q2.”71 This inconvenient and significant evidence is not 

addressed in Ruling 12. The assumed basis for the Board’s previous decision on the performance 

of maintenance by employees in this group no longer holds true and cannot be ignored in the 

current case, namely, that “[w]hen there is a hardware problem on the flight simulators that 

needs maintenance, there is an AA hydraulic mechanical/electrical group comprised of only (3) 

three individuals with the skills to make the necessary repairs, and there are an additional two (2) 

machinists if machinist work is needed to perform such work.”72 “The other 125 Flight Simulator 

Engineers, more than 96% (125 of 130) of Flight Simulator Engineers do not perform such 

hardware maintenance and do not possess the skills to perform such hardware maintenance.”73 

See also, further confirming proof in AMFA’s Response Exhibit Q2 for a copy of the 3rd Shift 

Equipment Assignments for the Flight Simulator Engineers, dated March 1, 2021, which 

indicates that Group 3, Repair & Test, perform the repairing and testing of the flight simulators 

and includes James Palmer who is in visual when needed.  

 
Flight Simulator Engineers have far more in common with pilots than they do with Mechanics. 

However, no one would seriously argue to include Flight Simulator Engineers with Pilots 

because they fly a virtual airplane in simulations. For the same reason, Flight Simulator 

Engineers should not be grouped with Mechanics and Related Employees because maintaining a 

virtual airplane and a real airplane are simply not the same thing.74 Flight Simulator Engineers 

are not asked to repair a cargo door on an airplane or hangar, and Mechanics are not asked to 

operate a flight simulator or program a new flight simulation. In other words, Flight Simulator 

Engineers and Mechanics stay within their respective areas of principal responsibilities and do 

not perform responsibilities of the other.75 

 

Finally, Simulator Technicians/Engineers come to American from a separate pool of candidates, 

join a different Local, have different skills, have different education requirements, and have little 

or no career overlap with anyone in the Mechanics and Related craft or class.76 A copy of a 

 
69 Id. 
70 Id. 
71 Id. 
72 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 16. 
73 Id. 
74 Id., at ¶ 19. 
75 Id., ¶ 20. 
76 American Airlines, Inc., 42 NMB 15, 77 (2015); Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, 

dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 21. 
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recent job description and qualifications for a flight simulator engineer at American can be found 

in the link to this footnote.77  

 

It is also worth repeating that the assumed basis for the Board’s previous decision on the 

performance of maintenance by employees in this group no longer holds true and cannot be 

ignored in the current case, namely, that “[w]hen there is a hardware problem on the flight 

simulators that needs maintenance, there is an AA hydraulic mechanical/electrical group 

comprised of only (3) three individuals with the skills to make the necessary repairs, and there 

are an additional two (2) machinists if machinist work is needed to perform such work.”78 “The 

other 125 Flight Simulator Engineers, more than 96% (125 of 130) of Flight Simulator Engineers 

do not perform such hardware maintenance and do not possess the skills to perform such 

hardware maintenance.”79 See also, further confirming proof in AMFA’s Response Exhibit Q2 

for a copy of the 3rd Shift Equipment Assignments for the Flight Simulator Engineers, dated 

March 1, 2021, which indicates that Group 3, Repair & Test, perform the repairing and testing of 

the flight simulators and includes James Palmer who is in visual when needed.  

 
Finally, while the sole factor of separate collective bargaining agreements for the Flight 

Simulator Engineers and the Mechanics and Related Employees with AA is not dispositive on 

the issue of exclusion from the Eligibility List, it is but one of many reasons and factors 

referenced by AMFA for exclusion of the Flight Simulator Engineers from the craft or class of 

Mechanics and Related Employees. Therefore, American Airline’s reference to Galveston 

Wharves, 4 NMB 200, 203 (1962), is inapposite in this instance. None of the other reasons and 

factors addressed by AMFA for the exclusion of the overwhelming number of flight simulator 

engineers are addressed in any detail in Ruling 12. 

 

Accordingly, for the numerous reasons set forth hereinabove, with the exception of the four 

flight simulator engineers who are actually performing maintenance, adding the 126 other Flight 

Simulator Engineers to the Eligibility List should be rejected by the Board as these American 

employees do not belong in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees because they 

do not share a community of interest with them and the NMB precedent in American Airlines, 

Inc., 42 NMB 15, 62 (2015) should therefore be changed to better reflect circumstances as they 

in fact currently exist. AMFA does accept and asks this Board to only add the four individuals 

who were performing Group 3 Repair and Test maintenance (including James Palmer who is in 

Group 4 Visual and is available when needed) as contained on AMFA’s Response Exhibit Q2. 

The Board should have the Carrier provide the bid sheet for the period covering the November 6, 

2020 cutoff date to confirm that the flight simulator engineers in Group 3 Repair and Test and 

James Palmer in Group 4 were doing the same work on the cutoff date. 

 

In the event the same four individuals on AMFA’s Response Exhibit Q2 were performing the 

same work on the November 6, 2020 cutoff date, the only four flight simulator engineers who 

may properly be added to the Eligibility List are as follows: 

 

 
77 https://lensa.com/flight-simulator-engineer-jobs/fort-worth/jd/b991de01670f2be0e9d44e6a467e24a9  
78 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, ¶ 16. 
79 Id. 

https://lensa.com/flight-simulator-engineer-jobs/fort-worth/jd/b991de01670f2be0e9d44e6a467e24a9
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Mike Attaway 

Christopher Vaughn 

Robert Shull 

James Palmer   

 

15. All VEOP Participants Have Permanently Separated From The Carrier and  

Irrevocably Resign Upon Execution Of Severance Agreements/General Releases Before 

November 6, 2020 

  

Ruling 15 portion appealed: 

 
The TWU/IAM Association challenged the exclusion of 397 employees who have 

“elected a future separation from the Company but retain an active employee status with 

reduced pay and no obligation to report to work for a one-year period.”  

 

The Carrier provided through the First Weel Declaration and verified by the Carrier’s 

HRIS system that out of the 397 employees, 385 employees elected to take a “12 month 

active VEOP” with 50 % of their regular work schedule over a 12-month active period on 

their regular bi-weekly pay schedule. As previously discussed, these employees are “12 

month active VEOP” employees as of November 6, 2020, with future irrevocable 

resignation dates that occur after the cut-off date. The resignation dates of these 

employees will occur twelve months after the commencement of their VEOP resulting in 

irrevocable separation dates in 2021.  

 

The Carrier confirmed through the First Weel Declaration and verified by the Carrier’s 

HRIS system that an additional two (2) employees took the “12 month Active VEOP” 

with no pay but received the same benefits as if they are active employees. Similar to the 

385 employees, these two employees will have irrevocable separation dates in 2021.  

 

Accordingly, based on all the evidence submitted by the TWU/IAM Association, AMFA, 

and the Carrier, I find these 387 employees fall under the category of the “12 Month 

Active VEOP” and retain an employer-employee relationship with the Carrier as of the 

cut-off date. Accordingly, these “12 Month Active VEOP” employees are eligible to vote 

as of the cut-off date of November 6, 2020 and will be added to the List for the purpose 

of calculating the showing of interest. See Investigator Attachment D.80 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 15 Argument 

 

All VEOP Participants, Including The 387 Participants in Ruling 15, 

Upon Executing Severance Agreements/General Releases Before November 6, 2020 

Have Permanently Separated From Employment With The Company And 

Therefore As Ineligibles Must Not Be Added to The Eligibility List 

For The Purpose Of AMFA’s Showing of Interest Calculation 

 

 
80 Rulings at  8. 
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AMFA incorporates by reference the same arguments made in Ruling 3 above for the VEOP 

participants in Ruling 15 as these same arguments equally apply to these similarly situated 

VEOP participants because the permanent separation and irrevocable resignation provisions 

agreed to by each VEOP participant, irrespective of which VEOP was elected, irrefutably 

demonstrates that each VEOP participant is ineligible and should not be added to the Eligibility 

List .  

 

Accordingly, all VEOP participants, including the 387 participants who have permanently 

separated from the Company and irrevocably resigned from American before November 6, 2020, 

and who are not eligible to be rehired, reemployed or reinstated by American, upon execution of 

their severance agreements/general releases, are all ineligible and should not be added to the 

eligibility list for purposes of AMFA’s showing of interest calculation.  

 

Additionally, the follow individual who was proven by AMFA to be deceased should also not be 

added to the eligibility list for purposes of AMFA’s showing of interest calculation.81 

 

Swimmer, Larry L. 137959 C19 TWU AMT  TUL (deceased 9/2020) 

 

AMFA produced uncontested evidence that Larry Swimmer died before the November 6, 2020 

cutoff date by having died as of September 2020, more than one month before November 6, 2020 

as reported on documentation issued by American Airlines.82  

 

Accordingly, Larry Swimmer should not be added to the Eligibility List because he died before 

the November 6, 2020 cutoff date.  

 

19. Aircraft Movement 

 

Ruling 19 portion appealed: 

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I find the 

following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and working in the 

craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s ATL station during 

the bid period commencing on September 28, 2020 through December 6, 2020 and will 

be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Christopher Bowles # 185 L3  Danny Newkirk # 1181 L3  

Christopher Cole #314 L3   James Newsome # 1183 L3  

Rodrigo Dommer # 422 L3   Maximillian Pengelly #1268 L3  

Patrick Graham- Murphy # 617 L3  Kenneth Rogers # 1437 L3  

Kalil James # 806 L3    Carlton Sapp #1494 L3  

 
81 Response Declaration of John Kilbane, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶¶ 5,6; AMFA’s Response 

Exhibit AS. 
82 Id. The “In Memorium – September 2020” document on page 2 listing Larry Swimmer is an 

American Airlines document so at least one Company document shows Larry Swimmer had 

died by September 2020 before the November 6, 2020 cutoff date. 
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Aravon Johnson # 820 L3   Steven Starks # 1597 L3  

Daniel Jones # 833 L3    Fasika Tadese #1638 L3  

Joshua Lott # 977 L3    Austin Williams # 1799 L3  

Dontavious Marks # 1025 L3   Youngblood Jr. # 1849  

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I find the 

following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and working in the 

craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s BOS station during 

the bid period commencing on September 28, 2020 through November 8, 2020 and will 

be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Scott Accomando # 9 L3   Luis Garcia # 559 L3  

Jaime Anderson # 47 L3   John Gratiano # 623 L3  

Leon Bailey # 74 L3    Richard Herrera #730 L3  

Jhon Barthelmy # 103 L3   Jermaine Lewis # 951 L3 /3  

Gabriel Botuo # 178 L3    Deborah Malgeri # 1012 L3  

Damion Castro # 279 L3   Daniel Marshall # 1030 L3  

Michael Chase # 288 L3    David Martineau #1043 L3  

Christopher Cole # 313 L3   Ernesto Martinez # 1044  

Sebastian Cordova #339 L3   Jose Martinez #1047 L3  

Carlo Daniel #371 L3    Rainer Meissner #1090 L3  

Daniel DeLa Cruz- Ramirez # 391 L3  Patrick Murphy#1167 L3  

Michael Distefano # 416 L3   Eugidio Pereira #1269  

Alan Dumont # 444 L3    Jean-Ashler Pierre-Toussaint # 1297 L3  

Oscar Florentino # 513 L3   Pedro Quintero#1349 L3  

 

3/ Jermaine Lewis showed up twice on the TWU/IAM’s declaration as performing both 

deicing and aircraft movement work. However, the Carrier confirmed through Exhibit B 

of the Second Vaughn declaration that Jermaine Lewis bid for and was awarded a 

position in Tow Team B for the bid period referenced above. AMFA disputes that 

Jermaine Lewis is performing either deicing or aircraft movement work and provided 

Exhibit AK as it evidence. Exhibit AK is a screenshot of Jermaine Lewis profile as of 

5:40 pm on March 27, 2021 showing him performing ramp work as of March 27, 2021. 

Exhibit AK does not refute the Carrier’s evidence showing the work that Jermaine Lewis 

actually performed as of November 6, 2020. 

 

Based on the evidence provided by both the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I 

find the following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and 

working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s DCA 

station during the bid period commencing on November 2, 2020 through April 5, 2021 

and will be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Tonee Bell # 126 L3  

Lenworth Brown # 210 L3  

Gordon Burton #235 L3  

Marvin Cadet # 244 L3  
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Clarence Corey # 340 L3  

Luciano da Costa #366 L3  

Rhod Desrosiers#401 L3  

Kenneth Kopp #902 L3  

Shaquan Lyons #995 L3  

Daniel Mammo # 1015 L3  

Cesar Medina # 1086 L3  

Marc Pugh # 1335 L3  

Barth Smith # 1559 L3  

Milton Tolver #1676 L3  

Da Zhawn Williams #1801 L3  

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I find the 

following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and working in the 

craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s DFW station during 

the bid period commencing on October 5, 2020 through November 22, 2020 and will be 

added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Michael Beagle #117 L3    Michael Mccutcheon #1064 L3  

Kwasi Bediakoh #122 L3   Howard Mills #1120 L3  

Thomas Behm # 124 L3    Lisa Moss # 1156 L3  

Jeremy Bolyard # 170 L3   Jeffrey Orr # 1224 L3  

W Brown #216 L3    Paul Parrish #1248 L3  

Charles Bruton #219 L3   Santiago Patroni #1251 L3  

Manuel Caraballo # 258 L3   Brenda Perry #1280 L3  

Dierdra Carter #268 L3    R Pugh #1336 L3  

Edward Chatman #290 L3   David Raphael # 1369 L3  

Troy Cole #315 L3    Chester Reeder #1375 L3  

Roseanna Crafton #353 L3   Antonio Rodriguez #1423 L3  

Henry Eldridge #459 L3   Jason Rowe #1456 L3  

Nestor Flores #516 L3    Marvin Salerno #1475 L3  

Keith Frost #535 L3    Steve Seliski #1523 L3  

Marco Garcia # 560 L3    Randell Shastid #1529 L3  

Christopher Glasser #590 L3   Paul Sing #1550 L3  

Deidre Gulston Hurdle #654 L3  Donald Singleton #1551 L3  

Steven Haley # 676 L3    Trudy Stokes # 1611 L3  

William Harris #698 L3    Darren Talley #1641 L3  

Daniel Hickman #731 L3   Marvin Terry #1650 L3  

Debra Hussey #780 L3    Edwin Thomas#1660 L3  

Mark Johnson #828 L3    Chad Tracy #1682 L3  

Ala Kavakava #862 L3    Roger Turner #1694 L3  

Robert Kiser #891 L3    Barton Williams #1800 L3  

Paul Kohler #897 L3    Kelvin Wilson #1814 L3  

Jose Lopez #970 L3    C Wingfield #1818 L3  

Angel Maldonaldo #1010 L3   Michael Woelke #1821 L3  

Todd Martin #1042 L3    Carol Young #1846 L3  
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Based on the evidence provided by both the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I 

find the following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and 

working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s LAX 

station during the bid period commencing on October 12, 2020 through March 7, 2021 

and will be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Yohalmo Alvarado #37 L3    Christopher Martin # 1034 L3  

Miguel Aquino # 57 L3     Harold Millan # 1112 L3  

Brian Basilescki #107 L3    Edward Mills # 1119 L3  

Timothy Brown # 215 L3    Jose Moreno Mendoza # 1147 L3  

Manuel Buensalida #228 L3    Milton Nunez # 1196 L3  

Joshua Carlas #260 L3     Erwin Jay Pacia # 1236 L3  

Kevin Casey # 272 L3     Anthony Paez #1239 L3  

Kenneth Chatmon #291 L3    Meichicedec Palacios #1241 L3  

Diego Contreras #327 L3    Julio Perez # 1272 L3  

Richard De La Cruz # 390 L3    David Policarpo # 1306 L3  

Cedric Duckett #436 L3     Jonathan Ponafala # 1309 L3  

Jose Escobar Castro #471 L3    Julio Puga # 1334 L3  

Ernesto Farlas Jr. # 487 L3    Eduardo Quinoz1350  

Verneisha Fletcher # 512 L3    Adan Ramos # 1360 L3  

Dennis Garcia # 554 L3     Efren Ramos # 1363 L3  

Elizabeth Gomez Campos # 605 L3   Jose Ramos # 1364 L3  

Alan Gonzalez # 608 L3     Anthony Rivera #1401 L3  

Joshua Gonzalez # 610 L3    Maurice Robinson #1419 L3  

Uriel Gonzalez# 612 L3     Gabriel Ruelas # 1459 L3  

Victoria Gutierez # 664 L3    Alex Santana # 1491 L3  

Curtis Hairston # 671 L3    Joshua Solomon # 1579 L3  

Sargon Hajjar #672 L3     Miguel Suarez # 1624 L3  

Gordon Heath # 708 L3     Pedro Teran #1649 L3  

Raphi Kassab # 861 L3     Tuamoheloa Tuuhetoka #1699 L3  

David Ladaverde Zelaya #921 L3   Petuliki Vaomotou#1715 L3  

Davion Larochester #929 L3    Linda Ventura Leon #1728 L3  

Eric Lee # 941 L3     Jose Villamar # 1734 L3  

Vincent Leota # 945 L3     Jamarea Wilson #1811 L3  

Joanne Lilley # 955 L3     Donnell Woolfolk # 1832 L3  

Ladazjha Love # 978 L3    Adrian Zarate #1854 L3  

Vernon Maddox # 1001 L3  

Bradley Major #1009 L3  

Roberto Maravilla #1023 L3 

  

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I find the 

following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and working in the 

craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s MCO station during 

the bid period commencing on November 2, 2020 through March 1, 2021 and will be 

added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  
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Pedro Barlucea # 96 L3  

Victor Fernandez # 503 L3  

Lisa Frazier # 529 L3  

Walter Gettys #574 L3  

Cleon Grant #621 L3  

James Muller #1160 L3  

Sanny Perez # 1275 L3  

Alvin Ramos #1361 L3  

Edwin Ramos #1362 L3  

Jack Reynolds # 1388 L3  

Ricardo Rodriguez #1432 L3  

Jerry Trychta #1689 L3  

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I find the 

following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and working in the 

craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s PHL station during 

the bid period commencing on October 5, 2020 through March 21, 2020 and will be 

added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Edgardo Ascension# 65 L3    Gregory Park # 1246 L3  

Shamar Ballard # 84 L3    Angelo Pettiford # 1283 L3  

Pakaye Bebessiki # 120 L3    Charles Phillips # 1290 L3  

Carnell Bennett # 136 L3    Bruce Raneo # 1367 L3  

Jermaine Brown # 207 L3    Brian Reeves #1377 L3  

Richard Cellini # 281 L3    William Smith #1573 L3  

James Everett # 480 L3     Jeffrey Spurlock #1588 L3  

Stephanie Finley # 508 L3    Dawn Switzer # 1636 L3  

Edward Giovengo # 586 L3    Rashika Thomas # 1663 L3 

Emanuel Hall # 677 L3     Eric Thompson # 1664 L3  

Christopher Himmelwright # 741 L3   Thomas Vernoy # 1729 L3  

George Izzi # 797 L3     Gary Washington # 1766 L3  

Ukenda Jennings # 818 L3  

David Jones #834 L3  

Michael Karpiak # 860 L3  

Roberto Lopez # 972 L3  

Khalief Miles # 1110 L3  

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I find the 

following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and working in the 

craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s PHX station during 

the bid period commencing on August 10, 2020 through November 8, 2020 and will be 

added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Daryl Abraham # 4 L3  

Larry Bostwick # 176 L3  
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Donald Carbonneau # 259 L3  

James Duckworth # 437 L3  

Leonel Estrada #476 L3  

Domony Gilbert #581 L3  

Ted Hoyle #769 L3  

Kenneth Kinared # 886 L3  

Ron Lutteneger #989 L3  

Gathon McGowan III #1070 L3  

Robert Muhammad # 1159 L3  

Mark Mundy # 1162 L3  

Barry Napoli # 1173 L3  

Roy Sayers # 1499 L3  

John Waidbillig # 1746 L3  

Gerard Zacchio # 1850 L3  

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier, I find the 

following Tow Team employees were engaged in aircraft movement and working in the 

craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s SFO station during 

the bid period commencing on November 2, 2020 through January 3, 2021 and will be 

added to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Aisea Alusa # 36 L3  

Tomas Baluyut # 85 L3  

Wilbert Baptiste Jr. # 89 L3  

Leilani Behic # 123 L3  

Sarah Canalez # 252 L3  

Francisco Chavarria #292 L3  

Raffaele Gaglione # 542 L3  

Nathan Harms # 692 L3  

Saroun Kol # 898 L3  

Chris Chu Lin # 957 L3  

Rafael Martin # 1041 L3  

John Rao # 1368 L3  

Steve Takayoshi #1639 L3  

 

Accordingly, all 250 employees identified above will be added to the List for 

purposes of calculating the showing of interest.  

 

AMFA argues that Tow Team employees “do not perform any maintenance whatsoever” 

and should not be added to the List. AMFA submitted what it refers to as “substantive 

evidence demonstrating the employees ineligibility to vote…” and provided numerous 

exhibits to support its position. Because the majority of AMFA’s evidence relied upon 

the incorrect standard, its evidence were ultimately disregarded by the Investigator. For 

example, AMFA submitted exhibit AG1 showing a list of 21 fleet service employees 

working in baggage operations. A review of Exhibit AG1 shows the screenshots of the 

employees positions/profiles dated 3/20/2021, 3/21/2021, 3/23/2021, and 3/25/2021. Not 
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one of the screenshots in this exhibit is dated 11/6/2020 and cannot refute the evidence 

submitted by the TWU/IAM Association and the First and Second Vaugh Declarations. 

AMFA also submitted exhibit AG3 which purports to show that 18 fleet service 

employees were working in ramp operations. Again, the exhibit shows the bid sheets in 

the spring (dated March 8, 2021) and is not relevant for the purpose of determining the 

employees’ eligibility status as of the cut-off date. The same analysis applies to exhibit 

AG4 which was provided to show that 40 employees were working in ramp operations. 

Exhibit AG4 is not dated and therefore not probative. AMFA submitted Exhibit AH as 

substantive evidence to show that Lisa Moss was working in cargo operations. Exhibit 

AH shows the employee profile of Ms. Moss at 4:01 pm on 3/21/2021 and does not show 

Ms. Moss’ status on November 6, 2020. AMFA submitted Exhibit AJ to show that eight 

(8) fleet service employees were not working in the cities and stations as alleged by the 

TWU/IAM Association. A review of Exhibit AJ shows the screenshots of the employees 

dated 3/21/2021 and 3/25/2021 and not a single one shows where the employee was 

working on November 6, 2020. Thus, AMFA’s exhibits were not relevant for 

determining the employees’ status as of the cut-off date and they failed to refute the 

evidence submitted by the TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier.83 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 19 Argument 

 

250 Employees Covered by the Fleet Service Collective Bargaining Agreement 

 
Section 9.2 of the Board’s Representation Manual in relevant part states as follows: All 

individuals working regularly in the craft or class on and after the cutoff date are eligible to vote 

in an NMB representation election. (Emphasis supplied).  

 

Section 9.212 of the Board’s Representation Manual states the following regarding 

Preponderance: 

 

Employees who perform work in more than one craft or class may be eligible to vote if the 

preponderance of their work time is spent performing job functions encompassed by the craft or 

class during a time period specified by the Investigator. The Investigator will perform a 

preponderance check and will inform the participants electronically of the specific 

documentation required for consideration of whether these employees are eligible to vote. 

(Emphasis supplied). 

 

250 Fleet Service Employees may not be added to the Eligibility List for Mechanics and Related 

Employees if it cannot be independently verified that any such individuals from another craft or 

class were in fact doing Mechanics and Related Employees work at American Airlines on the 

November 6, 2020 cut-off date and who also did so for a preponderance of their work time (for 

the period of time defined by the Investigator). 

 

The Board has noted that functions of fleet service employees are operational and of a non-

mechanical nature. United Airlines, Inc., 6 NMB 134, 141 (1977) quoting  

 
83 Rulings at 16-21. 
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National Airlines, 1 NMB 423, 435 (1947)). 

 

Ground handling employees who perform some functions that are included in the Mechanics and 

Related Employees craft or class, but whose primary responsibilities are functions traditionally 

considered part of the Fleet Service Employees craft or class belong to the craft or class of Fleet 

Service Employees.  Aircraft Service International Group, 31 NMB 508 (2004). 

 

The 250 Ineligible Fleet Service Employees Moving Non-Maintenance Aircraft as Part of Fleet 

Service Employees Agreement with American84  

 

Thomas Regan states that “[g]round aircraft movement functions for non-maintenance related 

purposes at American are primarily handled by employees covered by the Fleet Service JCBA 

who bid for what are now called “Tow Crew” or “Tow Team” positions.”85 (Emphasis supplied). 

It is crucial to note that Fleet Service Employees who are on Tow Crew or Tow Team positions 

do not perform any maintenance whatsoever.86 In fact, if anything is wrong with any airplane 

and it is taken out of service, a Fleet Service Employee may not perform in the brake rider 

position, which must still be performed by an AA Mechanic in such instance.87 This 

demonstrates the absence of the maintenance function for any Fleet Service Employee who 

performs in the brake rider position.88 
 

The NMB’s 1947 definition of the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees states: 

  

   A.  Mechanics who perform maintenance work on aircraft, engine, radio, or 

accessory equipment. 

 

   B.  Ground service personnel who perform work generally described as follows:  

Washing and cleaning airplane, engine, and accessory parts in overhaul shops; 

fueling of aircraft and ground equipment; maintenance of ground and ramp 

equipment; maintenance of buildings, hangars, and related equipment; cleaning 

and maintaining the interior and exterior of aircraft; servicing and control of cabin 

service equipment; air conditioning of aircraft; cleaning of airport hangars, 

buildings, hangar and ramp equipment. 

 

   C.  Plant maintenance personnel – including employees who perform work 

consisting of repairs, alterations, additions to and maintenance of buildings, 

 
84 “Normal and customary work related to aircraft movement, when not in conflict with the 

Mechanic and Related collective bargaining agreement including but not limited to, pushing 

out/towing of aircraft, brake riding and other related guideman functions, performing GPU and 

airstarts.” See Fleet-Service-JCBA-TA-final-3-9-2020.pdf (twu-iam.org), Article 6, page 10, ¶ 

F.9. (Emphasis supplied). 
85 Declaration of Thomas Regan, dated December 23, 2020, at ¶ 6. 
86 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶ 34.   
87 Id., ¶ 35.    
88 Id. 

http://www.twu-iam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Fleet-Service-JCBA-TA-final-3-9-2020.pdf
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hangars, and the repair, maintenance and operation of related equipment including 

automatic equipment. 

 

National Airlines, Inc., 1 NMB 423, 428-429 (1947).   

 

Significantly, the Board’s 1947 definition does not cover employees who perform functions on 

Tow Crew or Tow Team positions. 

 

“The related employees . . . while of different skill levels from the mechanics, nonetheless are 

closely related to them in that they are engaged in a common function – the maintenance 

function. . . .” AirTran Airways, Inc., 31 NMB 45, 55 (2003) citing to, Eastern Air Lines, Inc. 4 

NMB 54, 63 (1965).  It is this “functional” connection between mechanic classifications and 

those employees performing related maintenance operations that has historically formed a basis 

for their identity as a single craft or class. Id.  

 

It is equally well-settled that the Board includes classifications other than mechanics in the 

Mechanics and Related Employees craft or class. Southwest Airlines, 38 NMB 87, 100 (2011).   

The Board’s inclusion of “related” employees is based on the regular direct contact with the 

mechanics and a strong tie to the maintenance function. Id.  

   

In determining the proper craft or class for a group of employees, the Board considers a number 

of factors.  These factors include functional integration, work classifications, terms and 

conditions of employment, and work-related community of interest.  Continental Airlines, 

Inc./Continental Express, Inc., 26 NMB 143, 151 (1999); Comair, Inc.,22 NMB 175, 179-180 

(1995); MarkAir, Inc., 22 NMB 1 (1994).  The factor of work-related community of interest is 

particularly important. Continental Airlines, above, LSG Lufthansa Services, Inc., 25 NMB 96 

(1997); Airborne Express, Inc., 9 NMB 115 (1981).   

 

It is further worth noting that work performed by other members of the Tow Crew, the two wing 

walkers, the tug driver and the van driver, are all positions that have never been performed by 

Mechanics and have always been performed by Fleet Service Employees because there is no 

maintenance function involved in performance of their respective tasks.89 Nonetheless, the 

TWU/IAM, in its quest to further falsely inflate the Eligibility List, seeks to improperly include 

them.  

 

The only aircraft movement work that was previously performed by Mechanics that has been 

given to Fleet Service Employees by American is the brake rider position under the limited 
non-maintenance circumstances previously described.90 The brake rider position as 

performed by Fleet Service Employees with the previously mentioned significant non-

maintenance limitation allowing it only for airplanes that are not out of service, takes 

performance of this task by the Fleet Service Employee out of the maintenance function.91 In 

other words, a Fleet Service Employee’s limited functioning as a brake rider is no more 

 
89 Id., ¶ 36.    
90 Id., ¶ 37.    
91 Id., ¶ 38.    
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functioning as a Mechanic than a Mechanic is functioning as a pilot when he is performing the 

brake rider function.92   

 

Accordingly, AMFA requests that the two hundred and fifty (250) individuals working on Tow 

Crews belonging to, and working in, the Fleet Service Employees’ craft or class and performing 

work within their own craft or class, and who are not performing any maintenance function, are 

not eligible to vote and therefore they should not be added to the Eligibility List. 

 

20. Deicing 

 

Ruling 20 portion appealed: 

 

The TWU/IAM Association challenged the exclusion of at least 126 employees who 

performed work on the Carrier’s deicing operations. The TWU/IAM Association 

provided declarations from employees who regularly bid for deicing positions. The 

declarations from the employees state that the deicing positions are “full-time positions 

with responsibility to clean frozen contamination off of aircraft using special deicing 

equipment and fluids.’ The employees declare further that those who successfully bid for 

deicing positions typically “spend the full time work time, each working day, working on 

the deicing operation.” The TWU/IAM Association also provided bid sheets showing the 

successful bidders of the deicing positions and their schedules.  

 

The First Vaughn Declaration asserts that the CBA between American and the 

TWU/IAM Fleet Association provides that in five locations- BOS, DCA, JFK, LGA, and 

ORD- deicing functions are to be performed by Fleet Service Employees who bid for and 

are awarded positions devoted exclusively to deicing. In other locations, fleet service 

employees perform deicing functions only sporadically and spend most of their time on 

other ramp duties.  

 

In its first response, the Carrier responded that “no fleet service employees predominately 

performed deicing duties in the 60 days before the representation application was filed.” 

Based on the Carrier’s response, the Investigator requested additional information and the 

Carrier provided supplemental evidence that clarified its initial response. Specifically, the 

Carrier submitted the Second Vaughn Declaration confirming the various employees who 

performed deicing work in BOS, DCA, LGA, ORD, and STL. The Carrier also provided 

the schedules of the employees who performed deicing work.  

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the supplemental 

evidence provided by the Carrier, I find the following employees were engaged in deicing 

work exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees 

in the Carrier’s BOS station during the bid period commencing on September 28, 2020 

through November 8, 2020 and will be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the 

showing of interest:  

 

 
92 Id., ¶ 39.    
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Zachary Achab #11 L3    Kevin Montalvo # 1136 L3  

Dalton Allen # 30 L3    Hector Montes # 1137 L3  

Glen Anderson # 46 L3    Giuseppe Napolitano # 1174 L3  

Erin Bryan # 220 L3    Kelvin Nyangena # 1197 L3  

Rafael Burgos # 231 L3    Michael Odierno # 1210 L3  

Maria Diaz # 406 L3    Denzel Patterson # 1252 L3  

Mark Fallavoliita #484 L3   Jose Perez # 1271 L3  

Henry Galvao # 549 L3    Alejo Pichardo # 1293 L3  

Cristian Gonzalez # 609 L3   John Pineiro # 1300 L3  

Jose Gutierrez # 662 L3    Anthony Porras – Sinitave # 1315 L3  

Lisbeth Hernandez-Reyes # 728 L3  John Paul Quinn #1346  

Robin Jarvis # 812 L3    Jesus Rey # #1385 L3  

William Jordan Jr. #850 L3   Jeffrey Riley # 1396 L3  

Yuliana Juarez # 855 L3   Matthew Robichaud # 1414 L3  

Robert Kenney # 876 L3   Brian Shaughnessy # 1530 L3  

Oscar Lopez # 971 L3    Mario Silva #1541 L3  

Daniel Lowney # 981 L3   Belyneh Tesfaye # 1651 L3  

Mark Manfra # 1016 L3   Jean Thomas #1662 L3  

James McKenna # 1075 L3   William Tracchia #1681 L3  

Franklin Medina # 1087 L3   Raul Umana #1702 L3  

Eric Miller # 1113 L3  

 

Based on the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association and the supplemental 

evidence provided by the Carrier, I find the following employees were engaged in deicing 

work exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees 

in the Carrier’s DCA station during the bid period commencing on November 2, 2020 

through April 5, 2021 and will be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the 

showing of interest:  

 

Julissa Bernardez # 141 L3   Emilee Knapp # 895 L3  

Tanina Bivins # 148 L3    Carlos Lugo Baltodano #985 L3  

Hedrick Boles # 169    Dontre Marshall #1031 L3  

David Borror # 173 L3    Ryan Mckoy # 1076 L3  

David Brooks # 200 L3    Davon Mobley # 1127 L3  

Finees Contreras # 328 L3   Jean Pelanne # 1263 L3  

James Douglas # 428 L3   Dwayne Pope # 1311 L3  

Genesis Felton # 499 L3    Lakeyhsa Salmon # 1478 L3  

Valerie Francies # 527 L3   Bruce Sanders Jr. 1488 L3  

Aaron Gross # 643 L3    Jevaughn Stroman # 1620 L3  

Jamel Harris # 695 L3    Alejandro Tamariz # 1642 L3  

Jonathan Hawkins # 706 L3   Anthony Tucker # 1690 L3  

Tiffaine Hemsley # 717 L3   Angela Valladares #1713 L3  

Alexander Iwekuba # 796 L3   Kertus Wiley # 1795 L3  

Stephan Jenkins # 817 L3   Matthew Williams # 1806 L3  

Morris Kellam Sr. #866 L3   Danny Zeleke # 1856 L3 
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Based on the evidence provided by both the TWU/IAM Association and the supplemental 

evidence provided by the Carrier, I find the following employees were engaged in deicing 

work exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees 

in the Carrier’s LGA station during the bid period commencing on November 2, 2020 

through March 28, 2021 and will be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the 

showing of interest:  

 

Richard Botch #177 L3    Carlos Medina # 1085 L3  

Herbert Brown IV #217 L3   Mauricio Moreno#1146 L3  

John Buckley # 224 L3    Peter O’brien # 1203 L3  

George Davis # 383 L3    Andrew Post # 1321 L3  

Shem Escalona # 469 L3   Eduard Rafaelov # 1353 L3  

Victor Gaudell # 569 L3   Mohinder Ramnarine #1358 L3  

Andrea Greenidge # 635 L3   Gaetano Rizzi # 1411 L3  

Leslie Greenidge # 636 L3   Raymond Rodriguez #1430 L3  

Allan Gutierrez # 659 L3   Joseph Rota # 1451 L3  

Christopher Hanover # 687 L3   Reinaldo Ruiz # 1462 L3  

Marcos Hernandez #727 L3   Carlos Samayoa # 1481 L3  

Ian Johnson # 826 L3    Serafin Serrano # 1524 L3  

Richard Jose Ovalles #852 L3   Terrence Tanner # 1643 L3  

Dwayne Joseph # 853 L3   Saidy Vargas-Turbi # 1717 L3  

Eric Mahara # 1004 L3    Jeff Zerner # 1857 L3  

 

Based on the evidence provided by both the TWU/IAM Association and the supplemental 

evidence provided by the Carrier, I find the following employees were engaged in deicing 

work exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees 

in the Carrier’s ORD station during the bid period commencing on September 28, 2020 

through November 8, 2020 and will be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the 

showing of interest:  

 

Frank Edwards # 454 L3  

Daniel Foresman # 520 L3  

Linda Gaines # 543 L3  

Joseph Garcia # 557 L3  

Sergio Gutierrez # 663 L3  

Linda Harris # 697 L3  

Paul Hujar #776 L3  

Brian Johnson # 821 L3  

Theresa Kizer # 893 L3  

David Lopez # 968 L3  

Gerard Obrzut #1205 L3  

John Pecenka # 1260 L3  

Charles Roeske # 1436 L3  

Kenisha Russell-Hoskin #1464 L3  
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Based on the above, all 117 employees in BOS, DCA, LGA and ORD will be added 

to the List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest.  

 

AMFA argues that the evidence provided by the TWU/IAM Association does not 

establish the preponderance of work requirement. AMFA also argued that “[b]idding for 

deicing in the months leading up to and including November 6 is not the standard of 

eligibility under the NMB’s rules.” AMFA argues further and quotes the standard for 

voting under the NMB rules and even added “(Emphasis supplied)” after its quote. As 

already noted in several portions of this ruling, however, the Board’s long standing policy 

standard when calculating the showing of interest is working in the craft or class as of the 

cut-off date, which in this case is November 6, 2020. AMFA’s position is supported by 

evidence that is not relevant for determining the employees' status as of the cut-off date. 

For example, AMFA argued that two employees (Segio Gutierez and Gaetano Rizzi) are 

working in different cities and stations as alleged by the TWU/IAM Association and 

therefore “cannot be performing the work they are alleged to be doing at the location they 

are alleged to be doing it.” AMFA submitted Exhibit AL1 as its substantive evidence. A 

review of Exhibit AL1 shows the profiles for both employees as of 3:05 pm and 3:08 pm 

on 3/21/2021. Again, such evidence is not relevant for determining the status of the 

employees as of the cut-off date and cannot refute the evidence submitted by the 

TWU/IAM Association and the Carrier.  

 

AMFA argues further that fleet service employees can be reassigned to other functions at 

management’s discretion regardless of the position that the employees bid into on any 

given bid period. That argument would have more weight if the reassignment was 

focused on a future date. In this case, the cut-off date has already occurred and AMFA’s 

argument does not refute the declarations from the employees and the Managing Director 

of Labor Relations regarding the specific functions performed by the employees as of the 

cut-off date.93 

 

AMFA’s Ruling 20 Argument 

 

Deicing 

 

The Carrier responded that “no fleet service employees predominately performed deicing duties 

in the 60 days before the representation application was filed” because it is factually true and has 

not been disproven since the assertion was made.94 “. . . [D]eicing is usually not necessary except 

in winter months.”95 

 

AMFA filed its representation application on Friday, November 13, 2020, one week after the 

cutoff date of November 6, 2020 established in this case. The 60 days prior to November 13, 

2020 commences on September 14, 2020 and ends on November 12, 2020 and there is no 

 
93 Rulings at 21-24. 
94 American Airlines Inc.’s Response to the Challenges and Objections to the List of Potential 

Eligible Voters, dated April 2, 2021, at 5, ¶ 3. 
95 Id. 
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explicit evidence to dispute the Carrier’s assertion that no fleet service employees predominately 

performed deicing duties in the 60 days before the representation application was filed. 

 

Significantly, in the additional information requested and provided by the Carrier, it did not 

contradict its primary assertion that no fleet service employees predominately performed deicing 

duties in the 60 days before the representation application was filed. The Carrier merely 

identified employees who had bid into deicing work assignments during a bid period from   

September 28, 2020 through November 8, 2020 for the BOS station.96 Identifying the names of 

employees on a bid list is not confirmation that fleet service employees on that bid list 

predominately performed deicing duties in the 60 days before the representation application was 

filed. 

 

Nonetheless, Ruling 20 erroneously found 41 named fleet service employees were engaged in 

deicing work exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees 

in the Carrier’s BOS station during the bid period commencing on September 28, 2020 through 

November 8, 2020. To state the blatantly obvious, the 42 day time period from September 28, 

2020 through November 8, 2020 is completely within the 60 day period from September 14, 

2020 to November 12, 2020 when no fleet service employees predominately performed deicing 

duties. Therefore, despite the existence of a bid for the 42 day time period from September 28, 

2020 through November 8, 2020, because there were no fleet service employees who 

predominately performed deicing duties from September 14, 2020 to November 12, 2020, the 41 

named employees cannot have predominately performed deicing duties from September 28, 2020 

through November 8, 2020. 

 

Accordingly, the Board must correct the error in Ruling 20 and instead find the following 41 

employees were not engaged in deicing work exclusively and working in the craft or class of 

Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s BOS station during the bid period 

commencing on September 28, 2020 through November 8, 2020 and that they may not be added 

to the Eligibility List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest:  

 

Zachary Achab #11 L3    Kevin Montalvo # 1136 L3  

Dalton Allen # 30 L3    Hector Montes # 1137 L3  

Glen Anderson # 46 L3    Giuseppe Napolitano # 1174 L3  

Erin Bryan # 220 L3    Kelvin Nyangena # 1197 L3  

Rafael Burgos # 231 L3    Michael Odierno # 1210 L3  

Maria Diaz # 406 L3    Denzel Patterson # 1252 L3  

Mark Fallavoliita #484 L3   Jose Perez # 1271 L3  

Henry Galvao # 549 L3    Alejo Pichardo # 1293 L3  

Cristian Gonzalez # 609 L3   John Pineiro # 1300 L3  

Jose Gutierrez # 662 L3    Anthony Porras – Sinitave # 1315 L3  

Lisbeth Hernandez-Reyes # 728 L3  John Paul Quinn #1346  

Robin Jarvis # 812 L3    Jesus Rey # #1385 L3  

William Jordan Jr. #850 L3   Jeffrey Riley # 1396 L3  

 
96 Supplemental Declaration of Lynn B. Vaughn in Support of American Airline Inc.’s Response 

to the Challenges and Objections to the List of Potential Eligible Voters, at 18-19. 
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Yuliana Juarez # 855 L3   Matthew Robichaud # 1414 L3  

Robert Kenney # 876 L3   Brian Shaughnessy # 1530 L3  

Oscar Lopez # 971 L3    Mario Silva #1541 L3  

Daniel Lowney # 981 L3   Belyneh Tesfaye # 1651 L3  

Mark Manfra # 1016 L3   Jean Thomas #1662 L3  

James McKenna # 1075 L3   William Tracchia #1681 L3  

Franklin Medina # 1087 L3   Raul Umana #1702 L3  

Eric Miller # 1113 L3  

 

Similarly, Ruling 20 erred in finding 14 named fleet service employees were engaged in deicing 

work exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the 

Carrier’s ORD station during the identical bid period commencing on September 28, 2020 

through November 8, 2020. Again, the 42 day time period from September 28, 2020 through 

November 8, 2020 is completely within the 60 day period from September 14, 2020 to 

November 12, 2020 when no fleet service employees predominately performed deicing duties. 

Therefore, here too, despite the existence of a bid for the 42 day time period from September 28, 

2020 through November 8, 2020, because there were no fleet service employees who 

predominately performed deicing duties from September 14, 2020 to November 12, 2020, the 14 

named employees cannot have predominately performed deicing duties from September 28, 2020 

through November 8, 2020. 

 

Here too, in the additional information requested and provided by the Carrier, it did not 

contradict its primary assertion that no fleet service employees predominately performed deicing 

duties in the 60 days before the representation application was filed. The Carrier merely 

identified employees who had bid into deicing work assignments during a bid period from   

September 28, 2020 through November 8, 2020 for the ORD station.97 Again, identifying the 

names of employees on a bid list is not confirmation that fleet service employees on that bid list 

predominately performed deicing duties in the 60 days before the representation application was 

filed. 

 

Accordingly, here too, the Board must correct this additional error in Ruling 20 and instead find 

all of the following 14 named employees were not engaged in deicing work exclusively and 

working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s ORD station 

during the bid period commencing on September 28, 2020 through November 8, 2020 and that 

they may not be added to the Eligibility List for the purpose of calculating the showing of 

interest:  

 

Frank Edwards # 454 L3  

Daniel Foresman # 520 L3  

Linda Gaines # 543 L3  

Joseph Garcia # 557 L3  

Sergio Gutierrez # 663 L3  

Linda Harris # 697 L3  

Paul Hujar #776 L3  

 
97 Id. at 21, ¶ 37, and Exhibit GG thereto. 
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Brian Johnson # 821 L3  

Theresa Kizer # 893 L3  

David Lopez # 968 L3  

Gerard Obrzut #1205 L3  

John Pecenka # 1260 L3  

Charles Roeske # 1436 L3  

Kenisha Russell-Hoskin #1464 L3  

 

Finally, this portion of Ruling 20 also erroneously includes Theresa Kizer on the above list 

despite the Carrier noting that Theresa Kizer is not on the bid list and her absence from the bid 

list is confirmed on the Carrier’s Exhibit GG.98   

 

The Ruling also erroneously states that AMFA does not refute the declarations submitted on 

behalf of the TWU/IAM Association from fleet service employees. 

 

AMFA’s Response to the TWU/IAM Association’s Challenges and Objections to the Proposed 

Eligibility List of American Airlines, in relevant part, states the following:99 

 

13 Defective and Deficient Deicing Position Declarations Provided by the 

TWU/IAM (TWU/IAM’s Exhibit B2) from 126 Alleged Eligible 

 

The 13 declarations from the individuals indicated below regarding deicing 

positions submitted by the TWU/IAM are deficient in significant respects and are 

therefore properly rejected for such deficiencies. None of the declarations 

provided explicitly state that any individual was performing deicing work on the 

cutoff date or when and how often deicing occurred and what work was done and 

when there was no deicing work. Further deficiencies are described below for all 

of the TWU/IAM’s declarations.    

 

James McKenna  Gavin Thomas   Charles Stahl 

Zachary Achab  John Buckley 

Carlos Lugo   Charles Roeske 

David Borror   Daniel Foresman 

Dontre Marshall  Frank Edwards 

Davon Mobley  Paul Hujar 

 

AMFA’s Response to the TWU/IAM Association’s Challenges and Objections to the Proposed 

Eligibility List of American Airlines also further states the following:100 

 

Absent from all of these additional declarations submitted by the TWU/IAM for 

employees that belong to the Fleet Service Employees craft or class are essential 

 
98 Id. at 21, ¶ 37, and Exhibit GG thereto. 
99 AMFA’s Response to the TWU/IAM Association’s Challenges and Objections to the Proposed 

Eligibility List of American Airlines, at 43. 
100 Id. at 44. 
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facts and supporting documentation to establish a) the time period (start and end 

dates) covered by each employee’s successful bid, and b) without any qualifying 

language such as to what is “typical” for others and for self, whether the 

individuals submitting declarations were actually doing Mechanics and Related 

Employees’ work exclusively or preponderantly on the cut-off date and whether 

they continuously have performed the same work exclusively or preponderantly 

since then to date.  

 

Not one declaration explicitly states that the employee was performing Mechanics 

and Related Employees work for a preponderance of the day on the November 6, 

2020 cut-off date and thereafter. Not one declaration states the time period (start 

and end dates) covered by each employee’s successful bid. Every declaration has 

qualifying language creating ambiguity as to the extent to which each employee 

may have in fact worked a preponderance of their time doing Mechanics and 

Related Employees’ work or doing Fleet Service Employees work.  

 

For example, working in a position since November 2020 is insufficient evidence 

because it doesn’t address whether the employee started working in that position 

after the November 6, 2020 cut-off date (see for e.g. Declaration of David Benitez 

Vasquez) thereby making the employee ineligible.  

 

As another example, working deicing for many years in the past is irrelevant (see 

for e.g., Declarations of Kevin Brown, James DeWitt, John Fischer, Juan Ortiz, 

Christine Pawlyshyn, Michael Zych). The only initial relevant fact is whether the 

employee was working in the deicing position or in any of the other alleged 

preponderant positions on the November 6, 2020 cut-off date and thereafter for a 

preponderance of each day.  

 

The TWU/IAM’s proof is yet again insufficient and therefore the AA Fleet 

Service Employees providing declarations on behalf of the TWU/IAM must not 

be added to the AA List as the proof provided does not rise to the level of the 

requisite substantive evidence necessary to be accepted by the Investigator. 

 

AMFA’s Response to the TWU/IAM Association’s Challenges and Objections to the Proposed 

Eligibility List of American Airlines also, in relevant part, further states as follows:101 

 

AMFA’s Response to the TWU/IAM Supplemental Challenges and Objections 

Filed on January 14, 2021  

 

On January 14, 2021, the TWU/IAM made another premature filing, a supplement 

to its prior challenges and objections, again without invitation from the 

Investigator to make any filing, and before any schedule for the filing of 

challenges and objections had been set in this representation dispute.  

 

 
101 Id. at 40-41. 
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In its second premature filing, the TWU/IAM claims to have identified 16 

additional [Fleet Service] employees who work in the [aircraft movement, 

deicing, lavatory service, and fueling] positions alleged to be working 

preponderantly in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees, and 

therefore should be added to the AA List. Declarations for these 16 Fleet Service 

Employees allegedly “establish that they each were working preponderantly in the 

Mechanics and Related [Employees] craft or class prior to and as of the cutoff 

date.” They do not. Remarkably, none of the declarations mention the cutoff date 

and whether the individual was actually doing the work in question on the cutoff 

day for a preponderance of their workday. Further applicable deficiencies for all 

of the declarations are described below.  

 

Accordingly, the TWU/IAM’s burden of proof has not been satisfied and 

therefore the TWU/IAM’s request to add to the AA List any of the additional 16 

employees belonging to and working in the Fleet Service Employees craft or class 

must be rejected in its entirety.  

 

First and Last Name  Emp. #  

Francisco Algarin  558184  

Michael Barbara, Jr.  683149  

David Benitez Vasquez  

Kevin Brown  

Jody Daniels   122842  

James DeWitt  

John Fischer  

Carlos Guevara (Additionally, see AMFA’s Response Exhibit “AT” - working 

SJU bagroom)  

Robert Lappano  

Anthony Lavery  

Jorge Martinez  

Juan Ortiz  

Christine Pawlyshyn  

Randy Toney  

John Vitale  

Michael Zych 

 

Finally, AMFA’s Response to the TWU/IAM Association’s Challenges and Objections to the 

Proposed Eligibility List of American Airlines states the following:102 

 

126 Ineligible Fleet Service Employees Alleged to Perform Deicing 

Preponderantly And As Part of The Fleet Service Employees Agreement With 

American103 

 

 
102 Id. at 27-28. 
103 Id. 
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The bid sheets for deicing positions certainly do not establish the preponderance 

of work requirement if there is no deicing taking place.  

 

The preponderance determination needs to be separately determined through 

actual facts and substantive evidence from relevant documents demonstrating 

actual hours worked doing the work of Mechanics and Related Employees by 

having actually performed the preponderance of their day’s work in question on 

the November 6, 2020 cut-off day and continuously thereafter. This has not been 

done here. 

 

In addition, there are unaddressed exceptions to Fleet Service Employees who 

sometimes perform deicing work under their agreement with American as well as 

limitations to doing the work itself, including, but not limited to, the weather and 

other conflicting Fleet Service Employee work performed by employees who may 

perform deicing on a limited basis when the weather requires it.  Finally, deicing 

is a winter seasonal activity, which requires weather be cold enough to require 

deicing and which does not exist during summer, spring and fall, when Fleet 

Service Employees are doing other Fleet Service Employee activities and are not 

doing any deicing at all.  

 

Dissonance between the portion of Ruling 20 and the facts also exists with the named fleet 

service employees at the DCA Station alleged to be performing preponderance work in the 

Mechanics and Related craft or class. It is demonstrably false and contrary to the Ruling 20 

finding that the named fleet service employees were engaged in deicing work exclusively and 

working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s DCA station 

during the bid period commencing on November 2, 2020 through April 5, 2021. 

   

In fact, the Carrier’s responsive evidence to the NMB’s April 7, 2021 Request for Information 

asserts that “[t]he first deicing event at DCA occurred on or about December 16, 2020, and thus, 

successful bidders actually began performing deicing work on or about December 16, 2020.104 

Therefore, during the 44 day period from November 2, 2020 through December 15, 2020, 

inclusive, there was no deicing event at DCA.  

 

AMFA provided the Investigator with a copy of the daily high and low temperature readings for 

Washington, D.C. for the month of November 2020 demonstrating temperature readings for 

before, during and after the November 6, 2020 cutoff date that precluded any need for any 

Company employees to perform deicing during any day near the cutoff date or any day in 

November 2020.  See AMFA’s Reply Exhibit “AAJ.”105 

 

The DCA Bid for March 22, 2021, indicates there are no employees with deicing in their title, 

which means that in addition to there not having been any deicing before the November 6, 2020 

 
104 American Airlines, Inc.’s Responses to NMB’s Request for Information, dated April 22, 2021 

at 3, ¶ 8; Declaration of Lynn B. Vaughn in Support of American Airlines, Inc.’s Response to the 

NMB’s Request for Information and Reply, date April 21, 2021, at 1, ¶ 3. 
105 AMFA Reply, dated April 22, 2021, at 13; Rodgers Reply Declaration, ¶ 22. 
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cutoff date or any time near that date because of the warm to hot weather there is also no longer 

any deicing needed by AA because of the warmer Spring weather. See AMFA’s Reply Exhibit 

AAK.106 

 

In the March 22, 2021 bidding document provided and highlighted in green, in relevant part, the 

employee title designation such as “RA Tow/Util” indicates that employees can be used for 

multiple purposes as AA’s needs require. Such employee can work in Ramp, can work as part of 

a Tow Crew, or can work in utility. This further reinforces the fungible use made by AA of its 

Fleet Service Employees for doing different types of Fleet Service Employees work and the need 

to verify any time claimed to be a preponderance of work in the Mechanics and Related 

Employees craft or class through the use of manning assignments.107 

 

As of March 22, 2021, the 32 fleet service employees at DCA are listed as indicated as 

performing work as fleet service employees as follows on AMFA’s Reply Exhibit AAK:  

 

DCA RAMP – FT - FSA 

Seq. #  Line #  Name 

29  3825  Emilee Knapp # 895 L3 

35  3831  Jamel Harris # 695 L3 

99  3895  Jean Pelanne # 1263 L3 

102  3898  Carlos Lugo Baltodano #985 L3  

104  3900  Stephan Jenkins # 817 L3 

105  3901  Angela Valladares #1713 L3 

119  3915  Dontre Marshall #1031 L3  

126  3922  Anthony Tucker # 1690 L3  

128  3924  Dwayne Pope # 1311 L3  

161  3957  Jevaughn Stroman # 1620 L3 

167  3963  Ryan Mckoy # 1076 L3  

176  3972  Bruce Sanders Jr. 1488 L3 

 

DCA CATER – FT – FSA 

Seq. #  Line #  Name 

218  4901  Kertus Wiley # 1795 L3  

225  4908  Alejandro Tamariz # 1642 L3 

 

DCA RAMP – PT – FSA 

Seq. #  Line #  Name 

19  4515  James Douglas # 428 L3 

60  4556  Finees Contreras # 328 L3 

74  4570  Alexander Iwekuba # 796 L3 

75  4571  Jonathan Hawkins # 706 L3 

77  4573  Julissa Bernardez # 141 L3 

78  4574  Genesis Felton # 499 L3 

 
106 Id. at 13-14; Rodgers Reply Declaration, ¶ 23. 
107 Id. at 14; Rodgers Reply Declaration, ¶ 24. 
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91  4587  Danny Zeleke # 1856 L3 

105  4601  Matthew Williams # 1806 L3 

107  4603  Aaron Gross # 643 L3 

112  4608  Tanina Bivins # 148 L3 

 

DCA RAMP – FT - CC 

Seq. #  Line #  Name   

19  3715  David Borror # 173 L3 

 

DCA OPEN – FT – FSA 

Seq. #  Line #  Name 

183  6  David Brooks # 200 L3   

 

DCA OPEN – PT – FSA 

Seq. #  Line #  Name 

117  3  Valerie Francies # 527 L3 

120  6  Lakeyhsa Salmon # 1478 L3 

123  9  Hedrick Boles # 169 

124  10  Tiffaine Hemsley # 717 L3 

191  14  Morris Kellam Sr. #866 L3 

 

DCA OPEN – FT - CC 

Seq. #  Line #  Name 

70  6  Davon Mobley # 1127 L3 

 

Therefore, in addition to the 44 days (November 2, 2020 through December 16, 2020) on the 

front end of the November 2, 2020 through April 5, 2021 period when there was no deicing 

being performed, there are at least 15 additional days (March 22, 2021 through April 5, 2021) on 

the back end of the period when the named individuals were not performing deicing at DCA. The 

at least 59 days when deicing was not taking place does not include any additional days from 

December 17, 2020 through March 21, 2021 in which deicing was not taking place. Other than 

than the Carrier’s evidence that deicing occurred on December 16, 2020, there is no evidence 

produced that deicing actually occurred for any specific additional days from December 17, 2020 

through March 21, 2021.      

 

Accordingly, the 32 fleet service employees in Ruling 20 were not engaged in deicing work 

exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related Employees in the 

Carrier’s DCA station during the bid period commencing on November 2, 2020 through April 5, 

2021 as alleged in this portion of Ruling 20 and therefore these 32 fleet service employees 

should not be added to the Eligibility List for the purpose of calculating the showing of interest. 

  

Another portion of Ruling 20, in relevant part, found the following employee was engaged in 

deicing work exclusively and working in the craft or class of Mechanics and Related 

Employees in the Carrier’s LGA station during the bid period commencing on November 2, 

2020 through March 28, 2021 and will be added to the List for the purpose of calculating the 

showing of interest:  
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Gaetano Rizzi # 1411 L3108 

 

AMFA submitted evidence that undermines the finding in this portion of Ruling 20 as it pertains 

to Gaetano Rizzi # 1411 L3. AMFA did argue that employee Gaetano Rizzi was working in a 

different city and station than alleged by the TWU/IAM Association and therefore “cannot be 

performing the work they are alleged to be doing at the location they are alleged to be doing it.” 

AMFA submitted Exhibit AL1 as its substantive evidence. A review of Exhibit AL1 shows the 

profiles for this employee on 3/21/2021. This employee is one for whom a preponderance 

determination is being made. Therefore, such evidence refutes the Ruling’s assertion that this 

employee was engaged in deicing work exclusively and working in the craft or class of 

Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s LGA station during the bid period 

commencing on November 2, 2020 through March 28, 2021 because for at least the period from 

March 21, 2021 through March 28, 2021, Gaetano Rizzi was not so exclusively engaged. 

 

Accordingly, the fleet service employee (Gaetano Rizzi # 1411 L3) in the relevant part of 

Ruling 20 was not engaged in deicing work exclusively and working in the craft or class of 

Mechanics and Related Employees in the Carrier’s LGA station during the bid period 

commencing on November 2, 2020 through March 28, 2021 as alleged in this portion of Ruling 

20 and therefore this fleet service employee should also not be added to the Eligibility List for 

the purpose of calculating the showing of interest. 

 

Duplicates For Removal From The Eligibility List  

 

Jean-Ashler Pierre-Toussaint #1297 L3 on page 17 of the Ruling (Ruling 19) allegedly 

moving aircraft at the BOS station from September 28, 2020 through November 8, 2020 and 

Jean Pierre-Toussaint #1297 L3 on page 10 of the Ruling (Ruling 17) allegedly engaged in 

lavatory services at the DFW station from October 5, 2020 through November 22, 2020, are the 

same person. Aside from the duplication noted, it is peculiar and impossible for both of these 

Ruling findings to be true. 

 

Accordingly, AMFA requests that at least one duplicate of these listings for Jean Pierre-

Toussaint #1297 L3, whichever one is in error, or both depending on how the Board decides on 

other Rulings, not be added to the Eligibility List for the purpose of calculating the showing of 

interest. 

 

21. Continuing Carrier Interference Issue 

 

Ruling appealed:  

 

AMFA’S ALLEGATION THAT A PROVISION OF THE CBA INTERFERES 

WITH ITS RIGHT TO COLLECT AUTHORIZATION CARDS AND AFFECT 

AMFA’S CHANCES IN AN ELECTION  

 

 
108 Rulings at 23.  
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In its April 22, 2021 Reply, AMFA argued that the Carrier and the TWU/IAM 

Association negotiated a provision in the CBA that adversely impacts its rights in 

organizing and ultimately winning an election in this case. The CBA provision under 

Article 29 Benefits, Section K was agreed to by the Carrier and the TWU/IAM 

Association and was ratified by the members of the TWU/IAM Association in March 

2020. The CBA provision gave the Carrier the right to modify the existing Legacy US 

Airways Medical Plan in the event the TWU/IAM Association loses the ability to 

represent the Mechanics and Related employees craft or class.  

 

The Board does not have jurisdiction over what the parties negotiate in their CBAs as 

well as what the members ratify once a CBA has been reached. Even if the Board had 

jurisdiction regarding this issue, it is important to note that while AMFA’s initial 

position statement raised this issue on November 30, 2020, AMFA failed to incorporate 

this issue in its March 15, 2021 Challenges and Objections. My February 26, 2021 

Letter clearly and unambiguously directed the TWU/IAM Association and AMFA to file 

challenges to the List or objections with regard to any other matters by 4 p.m., ET, on 

March 15, 2021. Furthermore, my letter directed both Organizations to incorporate by 

reference any previously-filed challenges, objections, and supporting data. AMFA failed 

to incorporate this issue in its March 15, 2021 filing and failed to provide any data or 

evidence to supports its objection. Accordingly, AMFA’s objection to the CBA 

provision agreed upon by the Carrier and the TWU/IAM Association and ratified by its 

members, is, therefore, denied.109 

 

AMFA’s Argument 

 

Pursuant to the National Mediation Board’s letter, dated November 16, 2020 to the participants 

in the above referenced case number, AMFA submitted its Initial Position Statement on 

November 30, 2020.110  

 

At that time, AMFA wrote to request that the NMB direct American Airlines to take corrective 

action to undo and remedy its prior and continuing interference with the "laboratory conditions" 

required under the Railway Labor Act (“RLA”) in violation of Section 2 Third, Section 2 Fourth, 

and Section 2 Ninth of the RLA. American Airlines is a carrier by air and therefore is covered by 

Section 2 of the RLA as provided in 45 U.S.C. § 181. Alternatively, AMFA stated that it was 

acceptable to AMFA that the Carrier may take corrective action on its own initiative to undo and 

remedy its prior and continuing interference with the "laboratory conditions" required under the 

RLA by affirmatively stating in writing to the NMB that it now intends to remain neutral in this 

representation dispute and therefore will not enforce any language in the Collective Bargaining 

Agreement (“CBA”) for its Mechanics and Related Employees to the detriment or loss of 

benefits of any employee in this craft or class resulting from any change in representation in this 

NMB case.111 

 

 
109 Rulings at 24-25. 
110 AMFA’s Initial Position Statement, dated November 30, 2020, at 1. 
111 Id. 
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Since November 2019, AMFA supporters have been conducting an authorization card collection 

campaign with the full awareness of the Carrier.  The laboratory conditions commence when the 

carrier becomes aware of the union organizing campaign. United Airlines, 27 NMB 417 (2000); 

Era Aviation, 27 NMB 321 (2000); American Airlines, 26 NMB 412 (1999).112 

 

As of the date that the organization campaign began, American Airlines came under a legal 

obligation to stay neutral and abstain from any coercion that would upset the "laboratory 

conditions" which are required by the RLA during an election process.  Unfortunately, the 

Carrier flagrantly violated the Carrier's legal obligation by agreeing with the incumbent union to 

specific language in the CBA for the Mechanics and Related Employees at American Airlines in 

response to the drive at American Airlines to collect authorization cards for AMFA 

representation.  It is worth noting that the previous CBA had no such provision in violation of the 

RLA. The new CBA language adopted and later ratified in March 2020 in Article 29 – Benefits, 

Section K per se violates the Carrier’s legal obligation of neutrality in expressly stating the 

following:113 

 

K. In the event the TWU/IAM Association or the IAM should lose representation rights for a 

specific employee group through a representation election conducted by the National Mediation 

Board (“NMB”), the Company shall immediately have the right to eliminate, alter, modify, or 

merge with an existing plan, the Legacy US Airways Medical Plan provided under this 

Agreement for the specific employee group whose representation has changed.114 

 

It is beyond cavil that this CBA provision was and is intended to impede AMFA both in its 

efforts to collect authorization cards but also to adversely affect AMFA’s chances in an NMB 

election with certain employees who stand to lose certain health benefits should the TWU/IAM 

Association lose its representation rights to AMFA for the Mechanics and Related Employees at 

American Airlines.115  

 

Section 2, Fourth of the Railway Labor Act provides, in pertinent part: 

 

  Employees shall have the right to organize and bargain collectively 

through representatives of their own choosing. The majority of any 

craft or class of employees shall have the right to determine who 

shall be the representative of the craft or class for the purposes of 

this chapter. No carrier, its officers, or agents shall deny or in any 

way question the right of its employees to join, organize, or assist in 

organizing the labor organization of their choice, and it shall be 

unlawful for any carrier to interfere in any way with the 

organization of its employees, or to use the funds of the carrier 

in maintaining or assisting or contributing to any labor 

organization, labor representative, or other agency of collective 

 
112 Id. at 1-2. 
113 Id. at 2. 
114 Id. 
115 Id. 
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bargaining, or in performing any work therefor, or to influence or 

coerce employees in an effort to induce them to join or remain or 

not to join or remain members of any labor organization . . . . 

(Emphasis supplied).116 

 

“Under International Association of Machinists v. Street, 367 U.S. 740, 759, 81 S.Ct. 1784, 6 

L.Ed.2d 1141 (1961), construing 45 U.S.C. § 152, Fourth, it is unlawful for carriers to interfere 

with an organization of employees or to influence or coerce them in an effort to induce them to 

join or not to join a labor organization or otherwise to interfere with employees' rights.” 

American Airlines, Inc. v. National Mediation Board, 588 F.2d 863, 865 (2d Cir. 1978).117 

 

Federal courts have confirmed the unlawfulness of the kind of Carrier conduct described 

above.118   

As we have already noted, it is sometimes considered coercive for 

an employer to confer benefits on employees during an organization 

campaign. See Exchange Parts, supra. Nevertheless, it is also 

considered coercive if an employer threatens to withhold 

benefits already agreed upon in the face of an organization 

effort. (Emphasis supplied). See Sta-Hi Division, Sun Chemical 

Corporation v. NLRB, 560 F.2d 470, 473-475 (1st Cir. 1977); NRLB 

v. Juniata Packing Company, 464 F.2d 153, 154 (3d Cir. 

1972); NLRB v. Dothan Eagle, Inc., 434 F.2d 93, 97-98 (5th Cir. 

1970). Courts have noted that this is a fine line which can cause 

problems for an employer. However, the guiding principle is that 

the employer must act as he would in the absence of a union 

campaign. Sta-Hi, supra, at 474. As the U. S. Court of Appeals for 

the Fifth Circuit has stated: 

The cases make it crystal clear that the vice involved in both the 

unlawful increase situation and the unlawful refusal to increase 

situation is that the employer has changed the existing conditions of 

employment. It is this change which is prohibited . . .. 

 

Adams v. Federal Express Corp., 470 F.Supp. 1356, 1371-1372 (W.D. Tenn. 1979) 

(Emphasis supplied).119  

 

“. . . [A] definite statutory prohibition of conduct which would 

thwart the declared purpose of the legislation cannot be disregarded. 

The intent of Congress is clear with respect to the sort of conduct 

that is prohibited. "Interference" with freedom of action and 

 
116 Id.  
117 Id. at 2-3. 
118 Id. at 3. 
119 Id. at 3. 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=16218813564309818799&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=16218813564309818799&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=13964231140189298517&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=3200873777992909510&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=3200873777992909510&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=15251741304346461961&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=15251741304346461961&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=15251741304346461961&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=13222280157135373774&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=13222280157135373774&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=3200873777992909510&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
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"coercion" refer to well understood concepts of the law. The 

meaning of the word "influence" in this clause may be gathered from 

the context. Noscitur a sociis. Virginia v. Tennessee, 148 U.S. 503, 

519. The use of the word is not to be taken as interdicting the normal 

relations and innocent communications which are a part of all 

friendly intercourse, albeit between employer and employee. 

"Influence" in this context plainly means pressure, the use of 

the authority or power of either party to induce action by the 

other in derogation of what the statute calls "self-organization." 

The phrase covers the abuse of relation or opportunity so as to 

corrupt or override the will, and it is no more difficult to appraise 

conduct of this sort in connection with the selection of 

representatives for the purposes of this Act than in relation to well-

known applications of the law with respect to fraud, duress and 

undue influence. (Emphasis supplied). 

 

Texas & N.O.R.R. v. Brotherhood of Ry. and S.S. Clerks, 281 U.S. 548, 568 (1930).120  

 

Even if the above-referenced RLA violation of the Carrier was unauthorized, which in this 

instance it clearly was not because American Airlines agreed to the Article 29 provision, the 

Carrier is fully responsible unless it takes immediate action to prevent its recurring effect.  

Specifically, AMFA respectfully requested that the Carrier take immediate curative action, or to 

do so at the direction of the NMB to cure this violation of the RLA. Specifically, AMFA 

requested an explicit Carrier affirmation in writing to the NMB that the Carrier will not take 

away or reduce any benefits from any employee if there is a change in representation as set forth 

in Article 29 – Benefits, Section K of the CBA.121 

 

In addition to the injunctive relief available from the federal courts, the National Mediation 

Board will exercise its authority under Section 2, Ninth to order a re-run election where the 

Carrier has interfered with the "laboratory conditions" required under the Railway Labor Act.  

See, e.g., America West Airlines, 25 NMB 127 (1997); America West Airlines, 21 NMB 293 

(1994); Federal Express Corp., 20 NMB 7 (1992).122   

 

It is odd to see the Ruling claim that the NMB lacks jurisdiction as the regulator of 

representation disputes on this issue when the NMB is charged by Section 2, Ninth of the RLA 

with the responsibility of assuring that employees in any craft or class are provided the 

opportunity to make a choice concerning representation free of interference, influence or 

coercion by the carrier. This duty requires that where there are allegations of interference, 

including before the authorization of an election, the Board has the responsibility to 

investigate such claims. National Association of Airline Professionals and Transport Workers 

Union of America, AFL-CIO, 42 NMB 80, 102 (2015) (Emphasis supplied). Apparently, 

according to the Ruling, parties are now allowed to circumvent the clear jurisdiction and 

 
120 Id. at 3-4. 
121 Id. at 4. 
122 Id.  

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=10388199763957366456&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=10388199763957366456&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=11100467575049218440&q=%22remain+members+of+any+labor+organization%22+NMB+%22incumbent+union%22&hl=en&as_sdt=3,31
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authority of the NMB by simply slipping provisions into their collective bargaining agreements.  

Allowance of such a rule would no doubt result in a limitless amount of mischief or worse by 

parties that may be emboldened by such a rule. NMB inaction here is not an option because 

inaction would be a dereliction of the NMB’s duty.  It is worth noting that no case authority is 

provided for this Ruling that the NMB lacks jurisdiction on the current facts. The uncontested 

facts are clearly set forth in AMFA’s Initial Position Statement and there is no need for any 

additional evidence. Nonetheless, a copy of the Collective Bargaining Agreement for the 

Mechanics and Related Employees containing the pertinent language is in evidence as part of 

AMFA’s Response Exhibit P on page 167. 

  

AMFA has made the allegation of carrier interference early and timely in this case before the 

authorization of the election and has not waited until the election is authorized. The Ruling that 

AMFA had to cut and paste the contents of its Initial Position Statement into AMFA’s 

Challenges and Objections to have it considered is a specious assertion at best. The NMB’s 

Investigator, the Carrier and the TWU/IAM Association were on notice as of November 30, 2020 

that this was a carrier interference issue raised by AMFA. The Investigator has not investigated 

and the Carrier and the TWU/IAM Association never responded and have never contested any 

assertions made by AMFA on the interference issue. The reference to this carrier interference 

issue again in AMFA’s Reply, dated April 22, 2021 gave notice again that this is a continuing 

issue. Since neither the NMB nor the Carrier responded to AMFA’s November 30, 2020 request 

with any response, and because Mechanics and Related Employees  may be swayed in their 

voting decision in this representation dispute by this continuing disturbance of the laboratory 

conditions of the Railway Labor Act, AMFA again requested this issue be addressed, this time 

by the National Mediation Board itself.123 The continuing carrier interference issue raised by 

AMFA does not go away even if the Ruling elects not to address it and the issue is of such 

importance not only from an NMB policy perspective and the NMB’s duty to investigate that it 

should be addressed as soon as possible so that when the election is held in this matter, the 

carrier interference issue and the carrier’s legal obligation of neutrality will have been resolved 

in advance to the Board’s satisfaction. 

 

Unaddressed Issue in Rulings 

 

An issue not addressed by the Rulings is AMFA’s objection to Fleet Service Agent Crew Chiefs. 

 

AMFA argued for excluding from the Eligibility List the following sixty-two (62) individuals, 

with their Job Code and stations on the ground that they are working as Fleet Service Agent 

Crew Chiefs who do not perform the work their crew is allegedly performing preponderantly that 

is Mechanics and Related Employees work and therefore the Crew Chiefs cannot be performing 

Mechanics and Related work for a preponderance of their work:124 

 

First and Last Name  Emp#  Station 

Michael Baines Jr 182800   ATL 

Carlo Daniel 108673   BOS 

 
123 AMFA’s Reply, dated April 22, 2021. 
124 AMFA’s Response, dated April 2, 2021. 
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Alan Dumont 493875   BOS 

John Gratiano 336479   BOS 

Daniel Marshall 100227   BOS 

David Martineau 181928   BOS 

Pedro Quintero 443272   BOS 

Marc Fallavollita 334054   BOS 

Jermaine Lewis 806748   BOS 

James Mckenna 197329   BOS 

Eric Miller 322555   BOS 

Jeffrey Riley 443592   BOS 

Mario Silva 186653   BOS 

Michael Glynn 177330   BOS 

Danny Lynch 412579   CLT 

Jeffrey Ruiz 538254   CLT 

Randy Toney 507230   CLT 

Daniel Mammo 542469   DCA 

Marc Pugh 320893   DCA 

Barth Smith 561825   DCA 

David Borror 110274   DCA 

Davon Mobley 804064   DCA 

Steven Anderson 411767   DFW 

Christian Vazquez 806659   DFW 

Manuel Buensalida 165079   LAX 

Kevin Casey 802449   LAX 

Curtis Hairston 350624   LAX 

Sargon Hajjar 184693   LAX 

Joanne Lilley 136202   LAX 

Jose Ramos 113698   LAX 

Miguel Suarez 605106   LAX 

Stephen Brounley 75928   LAX 

Eric Campos 521808   LAX 

Roger Clark 31195   LAX 

Spyro Xykis 142016   LAX 

George Davis 642878   LGA 

Victor Gaudelli 163377   LGA 

Eduard Rafaelov 684559   LGA 

Raymond Rodriguez 599883   LGA 

Gavin Thomas 371021   LGA 

Jimmy Calabrese 68185   LGA 

Linda Gaines 300347   ORD 

Sergio Gutierrez 133539   ORD 

Theresa Kizer 325259   ORD 

John Pecenka 84447   ORD 

James Everett 397097   PHL 

Emanuel Hall 187103   PHL 

Richard Howell 189601   PHL 
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Bryan Reeves 497132   PHL 

Sharima Allen 515828   PHL 

Sakchai Bunyuen 354322   PHL 

Theresa Coston 515087   PHL 

Stephen Davis 420133   PHL 

Ashley Gallatin 158200   PHL 

Getulio Saberon 439745   PHL 

Larry Bostwick 424757   PHX 

Donald Carbonneau 424500   PHX 

Roy Sayers 120149   PHX 

John Waldbillig 113068   PHX 

Michael Dutton 547843   PHX 

Nathan Harms 87144   SFO 

Rafael Martin 104699   SFO 

 

Substantive evidence demonstrating the ineligibility to vote in the NMB representation election 

of these sixty-two (62) Fleet Service Employees working as Crew Chiefs but not performing 

Mechanics and Related Employee work allegedly performed by its crews and therefore not 

performing Mechanics and Related work for a preponderance of its work, was attached as 

AMFA Response Exhibit AR2 to the accompanying Rodgers Response Declaration, ¶¶ 92-93.125 

 

Accordingly, AMFA requests that these sixty-two (62) individuals not working a preponderance 

of their day actually doing the work of its crews and therefore not doing Mechanics and Related 

Employees work as alleged by the TWU/IAM, belong to, and work in, the Fleet Service 

Employees’ craft or class and perform work within their own craft or class, and who are not 

performing any maintenance function, are not eligible to vote and therefore they should not be 

added to the Eligibility List.  

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

/s/George Diamantopoulos 

George Diamantopoulos 

 

cc: Bret Oestreich, AMFA National Director 

 Nick Granath, Esq. 

 Lucretia Guia, AA VP, Labor Relations, Deputy General Counsel 

 Jim Weel, AA Director – Employee Relations 

 Jonathan W. Oliff - Managing Director, Senior Labor Attorney 

 Jeffery A. Bartos, Esq.  

Robert Johnsen – TWU/IAM Assoc., Chief of Staff to Int’l President 

 Mike Mayes – TWU/IAM Assoc., Administrative Vice President 

 

 
125 Response Declaration of Donald L. Rodgers, dated April 1, 2021, at ¶¶ 92-93.   


